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Abstract
The trend in future space telescopes is towards large apertures and lightweight, rib-stiffened,
and actively controlled deformable mirrors. These mirror architectures permit the develop-
ment of segmented and deployed primary mirrors that lead to tremendous advancement in
space telescope performance.
Rib-stiffened and discretely actuated deformable mirrors have been shown to effectively
mitigate common low order disturbances, but they are inevitably plagued by the "correction
limit," or the extent to which the actuators can correct for a given shape disturbance.
Improving the correctability of deformable mirrors requires understanding the origins of the
correction limit, and optimizing the mirror design accordingly. This thesis details efforts
to evaluate the mirror correction limit and the three predominant high spatial frequency
mirror surface residual components: actuation-induced dimpling, manufacturing-induced
print-through, and disturbance-induced uncorrectable error. The methods for simulating
each effect are discussed, and an objective function is developed to quantify the effects of
these residual components to gage the performance of each mirror design.
A gradient descent algorithm is combined with the parametric capability of the Modular
Optical Space Telescope (MOST) modeling tool to allow rapid trade space navigation and
optimization of the mirror design across variations in mirror areal density, f-number, struc-
tural mass fractions, and rib aspect ratio. These optimization routines yield more advanced
design heuristics that improve upon the simplified design techniques that are typical in in-
dustry. By forming the heuristics in terms of minimum machinable rib thickness, these new
design relationships produce mirrors that satisfy manufacturing constraints and minimize
uncorrectable high spatial frequency error.
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Acronyms and Nomenclature
Acronyms
AO active optics
AR aspect ratio (of the primary ribs)
CTE coefficient of thermal expansion
DM deformable mirror
DOF degrees of freedom
FEM finite element model
FFT fast Fourier transform
FS facesheet (mass fraction)
FSM fast-steering mirror
GCR Generalized Conjugate Residual
HST Hubble Space Telescope
IF influence function
JWST James Webb Space Telescope
LOS line-of-site (jitter)
MOST Modular Optical Space Telescope
OTA optical telescope assembly
PMN lead magnesium niobate (electro-strictive actuator material)
P-V peak-to-valley
PZT lead zirconium titanate (piezo-electric actuator material)
RMS root-mean-square
RoC radius of curvature
RSS root-sum-square
RWA reaction wheel assembly
SiC silicon carbide
WFE wavefront error
Nomenclature
D segment diameter (flat-flat)
D, segment diameter (vertex-vertex)
D, primary mirror (aperture) diameter (flat-flat)
f primary mirror focal length
t, y mirror surface nodes cartesian coordinate sets
0, 6 mirror surface nodes polar coordinate sets
E set of mirror surface node displacements
( set of mirror surface node displacement Zernike coefficients
Ar,o Zernike polynomial mapping matrix
E, Ez nodal and Zernike influence function matrices
ii set of actuator commands
f set of shape control mirror surface nodes residuals
f set of mirror surface node displacements for a pure focus deformation
F generic cost function
5 generic state vector
r conic constant for mirror prescription
a thermal expansion coefficient
p material mass density
P polishing pressure
AT uniform (bulk) temperature change relative to ambient temperature
Nt number of finite elements along each rib cell edge
Nnodes number of facesheet surface nodes in the finite element mirror model
Nring, number of concentric hexagonal rib rings in the mirror backstructure
N,,t number of embedded shape control actuators
Neie minimum number of required finite elements across mirror segment diameter for cathe-
dral rib implementation
trib primary rib thickness
tf facesheet thickness

Chapter 1
Introduction
The trend for future space telescopes is toward larger apertures which will enable higher
resolution imaging for both astronomical and ground surveillance applications. This trend
drives two key changes in the design of space telescopes. The first is a change toward lower
areal densities of the primary mirror. If the areal density of the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) primary mirror is used (180 kg/m 2 [1]), larger apertures simply become prohibitively
massive and costly. Technologies that enable high optical performance with low areal density
mirrors are thus necessary for the development of larger space apertures.
The second effect of this trend is a transition from the traditional monolithic primary
mirror design to a segmented aperture. This thesis focuses on fully populated segmented
mirror applications, although the class of segmented aperture space telescopes also includes
sparse apertures, such as formation flown, tethered, or structurally connected interferome-
ters. An example of such a segmented mirror, the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), is
shown in Figure 1-1. JWST is NASA's planned successor to HST. The segmentation of its
primary mirror will allow JWST to unfold after launch to obtain a primary mirror diameter
of 6.5m, compared to the 2.4m diameter of its monolithic predecessor [1].
The need for segmentation of these primary mirrors is attributable to the size limitations
of today's launch vehicle fairings. The size of a monolithic primary mirror is constrained
by the diameter of the largest launch vehicle fairings. Mirrors that unfold after launch,
or that are assembled on orbit, allow for space telescope apertures larger in diameter than
the launch vehicles themselves. Such post-launch maneuvers, however, require segmented
mirror technology. Control strategies that phase these segments and allow them to function
Figure 1-1: Rendition of the James Webb Space Telescope (NASA images)
as a single unit to meet performance requirements are therefore necessary for this second
key change in space telescope technology.
These two key trends in space telescope mirror design require both higher performance
mirror structures and associated control strategies. This thesis first summarizes the details
of mirror shape control for quasi-static disturbances, such as athermalization techniques,
and then discusses the strategy for optimizing the geometry of a rib-stiffened hexagonal
mirror segment in terms of a comprehensive objective function for minimizing high spatial
frequency residual error. The optimization exercise is conducted via a parametric space
telescope finite element modeling tool, the Modular Optical Space Telescope (MOST), that
enables rapid assessment of the mirror design trade space. Performance metrics quantifying
the uncorrectable actuation-induced error and manufacturing-induced print-through are
defined, and the results of the trade space optimization are presented relative to these
performance metrics.
1.1 Motivation
The trend toward larger, lighter, and actively controlled space telescope mirrors places
demands on the structural design of these mirrors and the strategies that control them. For
a given set of mirror structural parameters, such as diameter, areal density, and f-number
(ratio of focal length to diameter), the structural design of an actively controlled mirror
segment must target three simultaneous objectives:
1. Mitigate the adverse effects of quasi-static and dynamic on-orbit disturbances on the
mirror figure (i.e. thermal and vibrational disturbances)
2. Avoid manufacturing-induced high spatial frequency errors (i.e. print-through)
3. Allow for the most effective use of the mirror shape control system via actuator-
structure coupling (defined later in this section)
These objectives, in some cases, are in conflict. Optimizing the mirror's structure for
one objective may lead to a suboptimal design in regards to the other objective. The
demands of the manufacturing process, for instance, lead toward a thick mirror facesheet to
avoid print-through effects whereas the demands on the control system lead toward a more
flexible and controllable facesheet. This thesis considers the latter two design objectives:
optimizing the mirror structure to make the best use of the control system's actuators while
avoiding manufacturing-induced errors.
The "most effective use" of the actuators can be defined in a number of ways. In
terms of actuator stroke, for instance, one would be concerned with maximizing the control
authority of the embedded actuators for any given input. The "stroke" of an actuator,
defined as the peak-to-valley (P-V) surface normal displacements for a maximum voltage
input, would be the driving metric in this case. A mirror design that maximizes actuator
stroke is thus capable of mitigating the maximum amplitude disturbances. Such a flexible
mirror design provides high actuation authority, but it increases the susceptibility of the
mirror to actuation-induced and disturbance-induced errors.
A more prudent approach for maximizing actuator effectiveness is to optimize the control
system with regards to actuation-induced error. The nature of the actuator layout on any
discretely controlled structure gives way to actuator-induced residual, or undesirable short
spatial wavelength error that appears when a long spatial wavelength shape is commanded
(defined more clearly in Section 4.1.1). This approach focuses on avoiding this induced
error so that the net actuation of the actuators commanded in concert produces the most
desirable mirror figure.
This thesis focuses on the latter approach of optimizing in terms of actuation-induced
error. The problem is to identify the combination of mirror structural properties that
allows for the most effective, balanced use of the system's actuators when inducing a global
shape command and for avoiding manufacturing related high spatial frequency errors. The
parametric structural design capability of the MOST project (see Section 1.3) enables the
exploration of a vast continuum of design parameters. The continuous mirror design trade
spaces explored in this thesis cover a comprehensive set of designs and show how industry
point designs can be improved.
1.2 Approach
The objective of this thesis is to identify the combination of deformable mirror structural
parameters that minimize the combination of actuation-induced and manufacturing-induced
surface errors on a rib-stiffened, hexagonal, powered mirror segment. The following enu-
merated approach will be taken in Chapters 3 - 5 toward this goal:
1. Define the nominal mirror test specimen by its structural parameters and the associ-
ated control system (Chapter 3)
2. Identify the mirror structural design trade space and cost function (Chapter 4)
3. Identify an appropriate trade space exploration technique to most efficiently and re-
liably find the global design optimum (Chapter 5)
4. Implement univariate searches to help narrow the trade space focus and to study select
supplementary trades (Chapter 5)
5. Compute a full-factorial search over selected design variables to shed light on key
trade space behavior (Appendix A)
The following section provides an overview of the MOST model to better understand
the tools available for implementing this approach.
1.3 MOST Overview
The MOST project is a research effort focused on exploiting the benefits of parametric
modeling of actively controlled next generation space telescopes. MOST is a fully parametric
finite element modeling tool created to model the most critical design elements of a space
telescope: bus and telescope structure, quasi-static and dynamic disturbances, and the
active control system. The primary purpose for creating a fully parametric modeling tool
is to obtain the capability of tweaking any design parameter and to rapidly assess the effect
of that change on the optical performance metrics of the system. This rapid assessment
capability allows for efficient trade space exploration, where large families of competing
architectures can be quickly evaluated from a cost-to-performance tradeoff perspective.
This thesis contributes to only a subset of the objectives of the MOST project: mirror
design and quasi-static mirror shape control. The details described in this chapter are
included to provide the context in which this work was conducted and to highlight the
goals and capabilities of the cumulative MOST effort.
1.3.1 Motivation for MOST
The motivation for developing the parametric modeling capability on MOST is primarily
two-fold. The first motivation is to aid the traditional space systems design process. The
traditional approach for developing highly complex space systems is to spend a small fraction
of resources on a conceptual design study. This study seeks to identify, at most, a small
number of competing architectures, or point designs, to evaluate in more detail. The level
of complexity of these space telescope projects clearly limits the breadth of designs that can
be considered, so the set of point designs is itself very limited.
One or more of these conceptual designs is eventually chosen based upon risk and perfor-
mance merits to enter the preliminary design phase, during which more detailed analyses are
conducted to produce more accurate assessments of system cost and performance. Should
these assessments not meet mission performance requirements, a costly redesign effort of
starting with an alternate architecture is then necessary. The emergence of new systems
in industry demands a capability of assessing in detail a more complete set of competing
architectures early in the design phase to avoid unnecessary redesign efforts late in the
project life cycle.
The parametric modeling capability of MOST seeks to answer this demand. MOST
offers a parametric design capability that allows vast trade spaces of competing space tele-
scope architectures to be explored with relative computational ease. This investment in
parametric modeling provides a more sound approach to the conceptual design phase of
complex systems. An optimal design architecture can be rapidly generated and selected
rather than a suboptimal point design chosen based on a limited investment of resources in
the conceptual design phase. A conceptual design phase utilizing an analytical tool that ex-
haustively explores the design trade space will produce more robust designs for subsequent
design stages.
The second motivation for the parametric modeling capabilities of the MOST project is
to enable the advancement of less-proven technologies aboard space telescopes. The lack of
flight heritage of certain space telescope technologies limits the advancement of the state of
the art of these complex and costly systems. Designers typically opt for the less advanced,
yet flight proven, design options since these telescopes are costly undertakings. In other
words, the perceived risk of new technologies outweighs the proposed performance payoff
they offer, and the technological development of space telescopes is hence decelerated.
In light of this skepticism towards advanced technologies, the parametric capability of
MOST allows the design process to conduct a more in-depth analysis of such technologies.
MOST offers the ability to rapidly assess the effect of various design changes on telescope
performance metrics. The software backbone is available to introduce novel design changes
to a particular space telescope architecture without a massive undertaking in simulation or
prototyping.
1.3.2 MOST model
Given a set of user-defined design parameters, the MOST model automatically generates
the structural design of the space telescope, models of representative dynamic disturbances,
and the control systems used to mitigate such disturbances. Several resources exist ([10],
[23]) for more detailed discussions of the design and implementation of such systems. An
abbreviated summary of the MOST implementation is described herein.
There are three main computational stages of the MOST model: MATLAB for finite
element model generation, Nastran as a finite element solver ([3], [25]), and the DOCS
(Disturbance, Optics, Controls, Structures) MATLAB toolbox [8] for MATLAB-Nastran
interfacing and various post-processing capabilities. FEMAP is also used for post-processing
and model visualization. These stages and the associated computational platforms are
pictured in Figure 1-2.
The computational sequence begins with the user-defined input parameters. All vari-
able design parameters are defined simultaneously in a single input module, allowing greater
accessibility to the user. These input parameters are then accepted by various MATLAB
modules which generate the structural design of the telescope model. These modules auto-
User
inputs
Performance
metrics
45 U
Figure 1-2: MOST model summary
matically generate the bulkdata structures, which house the grid pattern and finite element
information for the physical structures.
The physical structure of the MOST model is defined in two main systems: the spacecraft
bus and the optical telescope assembly (OTA). The bus model contains contributions from
all major spacecraft subsystems, including solar arrays. A tetrahedral frame houses the
subsystem components which are modeled as representative point masses using historical
data as benchmarks [26].
The second system in the structural design of the MOST model is the OTA which in-
cludes all observation related equipment: primary mirror, secondary mirror, fast steering
(or, tertiary) mirror (FSM), optics bench, and the secondary support tower. Each of these
elements is generated separately for increased design modularity, and these individual mod-
ules are then integrated into a complete finite element model. A sample realization of the
MOST model showing a hexagonal segmented primary mirror and pyramidal secondary
support tower is shown in Figure 1-3.
Aside from the structural generation of this first computational stage, the MATLAB
modules also model the dynamic disturbances imparted on the spacecraft and the control
systems used to mitigate these disturbances. The disturbances are prescribed as power
spectra density curves due to the vibrations of imbalanced reaction wheels [27]. These
reaction wheels are themselves sized for the overall size of the spacecraft to permit identical
slew rates, so the disturbances increase as the spacecraft becomes more massive.
The control systems to mitigate the effects of these disturbances are then modeled.
The MOST model features passive isolators on two key structural interfaces: between the
reaction wheel assembly (RWA) and the spacecraft bus and between the spacecraft bus
and OTA. These isolators are modeled as low pass filters with variable corner frequencies.
Additionally, there are up to four methods of active control aboard the MOST model,
I >
ror
dary support tower
mary mirror
solar array
4
ecraft bus
Figure 1-3: Sample MOST realization
depending on the type of primary mirror chosen by the user.
* ACS the attitude control system, modeled with torque inputs to each RWA
* FSM the fast steering mirror, featuring tip and tilt degrees-of-freedom (DOF)
* Embedded actuators embedded electrostrictive actuators in the primary mirror rib
structure for mirror shape control
* Petal control rigid body tilting of hexagonal mirror petals for segmented mirror
designs
With the finite element definitions of these structural components complete, and with
the control authority defined for the various control systems, the data structures are then
written to input files for Nastran via the DOCS MATLAB toolbox. Nastran conducts a
normal modes analysis and outputs the mode shapes, frequencies, and total system mass.
Several performance metrics are calculated using the outputs from Nastran. First is the
line-of-sight (LOS) jitter of the telescope model, or the error caused by both rigid body and
flexible motion of the OTA in terms of its pointing steadiness. A second performance metric
is the wavefront error (WFE) associated with figure error in the optical surfaces. This term
is conventionally calculated using a set of Zernike coefficients of the primary mirror surface
nodes as:
WFE= J (1.1)
where (i are the Zernike coefficients and wi are the RMS weight factors, explained in more
detail in Appendix B. Section 3.5.1 details an alternate method for quantifying the wave-
front error since the Zernike polynomials do not necessarily contain the spatial bandwidth
required to capture all mirror surface deformations.
Other performance metrics include slew and settle time of the telescope assembly for a
given repointing operation. These metrics require the formulation of a state space system
for the temporal simulation of these telescope maneuvers, which are also facilitated by the
DOCS toolbox. A cost metric is also calculated using historical data to capture the effect of
system parameters (e.g. mass, aperture diameter) on system cost. This number is presented
as a relative metric to assess the differences in cost between competing designs.
1.3.3 Contribution to MOST
This thesis contributes to only a subset of the objectives of the MOST project. MOST offers
the capability to explore trade spaces governing the entire telescope assembly, however,
this thesis focuses on the optimization efforts specifically targeting the primary mirror.
Furthermore, whereas many of the performance metrics of the telescope assembly deal with
dynamic disturbances and time series maneuvers, the analysis presented herein focuses only
on quasi-static disturbances and shape control.
The primary mirror model, or a hexagonal segment thereof, is separated from the rest
of the telescope assembly for the purpose of analysis. The interface of the primary mirror to
the telescope assembly is modeled with bipod mounts. Of the four control systems available
for the entire telescope assembly, the system of embedded electrostrictive actuators is the
only one investigated in this thesis. The interfacing bipods are assumed to perfectly control
piston, tip, and tilt modes, as described in Chapter 3.
1.4 Thesis Roadmap
This thesis presents a study of the optimization of lightweight mirror segment design in
terms of high spatial frequency surface error. Chapter 2 briefly reviews techniques for
lightweight mirror control and design optimization from previous works and how the efforts
of this thesis differ from these earlier endeavors.
Chapter 3 provides details of the mirror segment used throughout this thesis. The
chapter provides details of the mirror model structural design, control system design, and
of the methods used for shape control.
Chapter 4 discusses the concept of high spatial frequency surface error and the predomi-
nant causes of the three major sources thereof. The methods for simulating and quantifying
each error source are included.
Chapter 5 discusses how the mirror and control system in Chapter 3 and the processes
to simulate high spatial frequency residual in Chapter 4 are used to optimize the structural
design of a hexagonal mirror segment. The chapter covers trade space exploration methods
used for rapid optimizations and the specific objective function used to balance the effects of
the various components of high spatial frequency residual. The results of multiple single axis
trades are presented to depict the sensitivity of the structural parameters. Also, a sample
trade space is presented as an example of the full factorial results included in Appendix A.
Lastly, Chapter 6 summarizes the key conclusions of this thesis. It includes a brief
summary of Chapters 3 - 5, a list of the specific contributions of this thesis, and a discussion
of the recommended areas of related future work.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter presents a brief summary of the recent progress made in the fields of mirror
shape control and mirror design. Two competing methods for shape control algorithms
are presented, as well as a variety of both conventional and unconventional mirror design
techniques.
2.1 Mirror Shape Control
Methods used for mirror shape control generally differ only by the type of influence functions
used. The influence function, discussed in Section 3.5, is the measured effect that one
actuator has on the displacement of the mirror surface when the actuator is given a unit
command. There exist multiple options for characterizing the effect on the mirror surface.
One type of influence function is the nodal influence function, which considers the out-
of-plane displacements of each surface node in a mirror model. This method uses the
set of calculated nodal influence functions and the set of nodal displacements in a given
disturbance to solve for the necessary actuator commands to correct the mirror surface.
For instance, Kapania [24] seeks to minimize the root-mean-square (RMS) figure error by
solving for the necessary commanded displacements, ui, of each mirror surface node using
the equation for the RMS mirror surface error, E, directly:
E= i ( + i+ui)2 (2.1)
S in the mirror model and is the initial disturbance
where m is the number of surface nodes in the mirror model and ¢i is the initial disturbance
displacement of the ith surface node. Rewriting each commanded displacement, ui, as the
sum of the effects of each applied actuator force, fj, via the influence functions (from
actuator j to node i), aij, yields:
n
u = E iifj (2.2)
j=1
where n is the number of actuators. Solving for the minimum RMS surface error, where
fE/8fk = 0, yields the equation of the form [A] {f} = {b},
( i + Eaijfj aijk = 0 V k =1, ...,n (2.3)
i= 1 j=1
where, assuming linear elastic behavior,
m
Akj = Clij jlak (2.4a)
i=1
m
bk = - k (2.4b)
i=1
The approach in this example is similar to the one used throughout this thesis. It
presents a number of control advantages over the Zernike influence function approach de-
scribed next, and quantitative results for the accuracy of each approach are presented in
Section 3.5.1. The notation for the shape control equation in both this example and that
used in this thesis are compared in Equations 2.5.
[A] {f} = {b} (2.5a)
Ei +~ = 0 (2.5b)
where, for the notation in this thesis, E represents the influence function matrix, Uf represents
the set of actuator commands, and 2 represents the set of initial surface node displacements.
An alternative shape control approach is offered by Shepherd [31]. Here, a static gain
matrix, K, is formed using the 42-term Zernike decomposition (see Appendix B) of the
influence function of each actuator (when normalized for a one-volt command). In other
words, instead of the influence functions representing the nodal displacements resulting
from a particular actuator command, as in the previous example, the influence functions
in this case represent the Zernike decomposition of each deformed shape. The process of
gathering the influence functions therefore requires an additional transformation for each
actuator. The influence functions become the columns of a system matrix, A. For a control
system with seven actuators, the shape control equation to be solved is:
[A]42x 7 {v}7x1 = {z} 42 x 1  (2.6)
where v represents the set of piezo-electric actuator voltage commands and z represents
the 42-term Zernike decomposition of the desired shape command. Obtaining the desired
shape command, z, therefore also requires an additional transformation via Zernikes. The
required voltage inputs are given by,
{v} = [K] {z} (2.7)
where
[K] = ([A]T[A]) - ' [A]T  (2.8)
Since the number of actuators (seven) is less than the number of Zernike terms used
in the influence function (42), the system in this example is under-defined (as discussed in
Section 3.5), and solving Equation 2.7 yields the solution with the lowest residual, rather
than canceling the residual altogether. Using a transformation of the influence functions
into Zernike decompositions is a form of modal shape control, which controls particular
modal shapes within the initial disturbance. A number of drawbacks to this approach are
discussed in Section 3.5.1.
2.2 Mirror Design Optimization
2.2.1 Conventional Design Heuristics
Conventional techniques are used to size the mirror facesheet thickness using limits on
maximum allowable surface error and material stress. Ealey [13] provides an example of how
to use simplified design relationships to determine a suitable range of facesheet thickness.
This approach uses a combination of maximum allowable print-through (detailed in Section
4.2, maximum allowable material stress, and a required actuator coupling factor.
The maximum allowable print-through determines a lower bound to the mirror facesheet
thickness since the thin facesheet must provide adequate resistance to the polishing element
to avoid severe print-through deformations. On the other hand, the maximum allowable
material stress provides an upper bound on the facesheet thickness. For a given shape change
(i.e. change in mirror curvature), a thicker facesheet results in greater peak stress on the
outer edge of the material. The yield stress of the mirror material therefore determines the
limit to how thick the facesheet can be.
Another example of facesheet thickness sizing is the following relationship for the peak-
to-valley print-through deflection, 6, within a rib cell during the polishing process by Yong
[37].
12'iPB4 (1 + v2) (2.9)
E t3
where 4 is 0.00151 for a triangular cell pattern, P is the polishing pressure, B is the diameter
of the largest inscribed circle within each rib cell, and tf is the facesheet thickness. This
relationship sizes tf for a given set of mirror parameters. It is calibrated for various rib
geometries using Nastran models, but it limits the user to a specific primary rib geometry
and omits more effective, yet more complicated, rib structures (e.g. cathedralled).
These conventional design methods produce useful heuristics and sound initial design
points, but have limited applicability due to their assumptions on rib geometry, constraints,
and loading conditions.
2.2.2 Non-conventional Design Techniques
Optimization with genetic algorithms
Zhang provides one example of a non-conventional approach to mirror optimization with
the use of genetic algorithms [33]. This family of algorithms follows from evolution theory
by first randomly generating a set of initial design vectors representing a population of
individuals. The individuals are evaluated using the chosen objective function and the
"strongest" individuals recombine and mutate randomly to form the subsequent generation.
The individuals in the offspring generation therefore feature the best characteristics from
the parent generation with stochastic perturbations of their chromosomes.
The algorithm runs until a maximum number of generations is reached or until a sat-
isfactory performance is obtained from the candidate individuals. In the case of mirror
design, Zhang defines the individuals as unique mirror architectures. Each is an octagonal,
powered mirror segment with a hexagonal honeycomb rib structure featuring variability in
rib cell size, facesheet thickness, rib thickness, and rib height. The standard form of the
mirror optimization is as follows:
FindX = [xl, x2,...,n]
min M = f(X)
s.t. gj(X) < 0 j= 1,2,...,J
where X represents the design vector, M is the chosen objective function, and g(X) is the
set of constraints. Zhang offers example constraints such as mirror stiffness (measured by
the fundamental frequency), mirror strength (measured by mirror stress), and total mirror
mass. The objective function to be minimized is the RMS mirror surface residual caused
by a given disturbance.
The algorithm is conducted via the optimization module of ANSYS and results are
presented for a sample optimization using a series of 30 generations. This application of
genetic algorithms shows that efficient trade space exploration methods are possible for
complex mirror design. The results, however, are constrained to a very specific mirror
geometry and objective function, and the optimality of the final design is not guaranteed.
Topology optimization
Another example of a non-conventional approach to mirror design is Park's topology op-
timization process [30]. Topology optimization offers an alternative approach to shape
optimization for structural design. Shape optimization requires the optimal solution to
take the form of allowable geometric shapes (such as a triangular or hexagonal mirror rib
structure), whereas topology optimization overcomes the shape limitations by searching the
continuum of geometric possibilities.
The authors apply the theory of topology optimization to lightweight mirror design by
formulating a two-dimensional indicator function X representing the material density at all
discretized points on the mirror backstructure. The term backstructure herein refers to the
lightweight array of ribs that supports the mirror facesheet (i.e. rib backstructure, similar to
backplane as used by How [20]), rather than to a massive and comparatively rigid support
structure. The 64cm diameter, monolithic annular mirror model is constructed of Zerodur
and has a 20cm diameter centered hole. It is constrained by three clamped locations on the
outer mirror wall spaced at 1200.
The problem takes the mathematical form as follows:
minM = f(X)
s.t. hi(X) < O, 1 < i < M
gj(X) = 0, 1< j<N
where X represents the design vector, f(X) represents the objective function, and h(X) and
g(X) represent the constraints. Here the design vector X represents the density function of
the mirror, or the local mass density at all discretized locations on the mirror backstructure.
The resulting optimal solution, X*, is the two-dimensional density function for the mirror
mass distribution that minimizes the objective function and satisfies all constraints. The
mirror is assumed to have at least a thin facesheet at all locations, so the density function
represents the backstructure density.
The authors provide a mirror optimization example where f(X) quantifies the surface
RMS error and the system Strehl ratio for a mirror under both self-weight and polishing
pressure. A uniform polishing pressure of 207Pa is used, similar to the 225Pa pressure used
in the print-through simulation example in Chapter 4.
The optimization example is constrained such that the feasible space satisfies a 22%
mass ratio, which is the ratio of the mass of the final design relative to a solid mirror
of 65mm thickness. Prescribing a particular mass ratio is analogous to prescribing an
areal density, as is done in this thesis. The optimal design for this exercise is found via
the topology optimization process in roughly 40 iterations. It reduces the RMS mirror
surface deflection to 39.4nm, from the 90nm initial condition (X = 0, zero backstructure
density). The optimal backstructure features six predominant rib spokes supporting the
facesheet emanating from the three rigid support locations. This solution is also verified
for manufacturing constraints such as a minimum rib thickness.
The result from this topology optimization exercise is compared to a lightweight mirror
with a hexagonal cell pattern and of the same total mass. The optimized mirror deflects
under self-weight and polishing pressure to an RMS of 134.4nm compared to 156.6nm for
that of the hexagonal cell mirror. A vertical gravity sag test was also conducted, but the
optimized mirror showed negligible change over the hexagonal cell mirror.
Park's work shows an excellent extension to non-conventional structural design tech-
niques. The results for mirror mass distribution are interesting and clearly useful as the
optimized mirror shows improvement over a popular hexagonal honeycomb rib structure.
The variable density rib structure that results, however, is poorly receptive to embedded
actuation. Park shows how the straight-edged rib patterns, popular in lightweight mirrors
today, are suboptimal for particular objective functions, but the shaped cell patterns do
allow for mirror shape control via embedded actuators. In addition to modeling actuators,
the optimization approach in this thesis seeks to quantify the effectiveness of the shape
control system. Control system optimization is a topic that Park's work does not cover,
although an extension of the optimization routines for such topics would be useful.
2.3 Summary
This chapter presented several examples from published literature in work related to the
topics covered in this thesis. This chapter showed that a number of methods are available
for mirror shape control, including different forms of influence functions. Both nodal and
Zernike influence function forms are evaluated in this thesis (Section 3.5.1), and the tradeoffs
for each form are discussed.
This chapter also showed that a broad range of mirror design techniques are available.
Conventional techniques take a simplified heuristic approach to mirror design by using
simple beam and shell theory. These methods produce relationships across selected design
variables and point designs that satisfy design constraints. The results, however, do not
capture the complexities of a lightweight, rib-stiffened mirror structure and the coupling
relationships of the numerous structural parameters.

Chapter 3
Mirror Design and Shape Control
Lower areal density mirrors are susceptible to thermal, manufacturing, and dynamic distor-
tion, and these effects have led to the field of active (and adaptive) optics. In short, active
optics encompasses the design of an optical system to correct for distortion in the captured
wavefront. Figure 3-1 summarizes the correction process of a typical active optics system.
As an aside, active optics must not be confused with adaptive optics. When the dis-
tortion in the wavefront is dynamic and corrections are made at frequencies above 1Hz,
the appropriate term is adaptive optics [18]. Adaptive optics typically refers to systems
controlling for external errors (e.g. atmospheric distortion). Otherwise, for quasi-static
disturbances or when the time constant of the disturbance is large, the term active optics
is appropriate. These quasi-static disturbances typically arise from internal error sources.
The distortion in the wavefront can be attributed to one of two error sources. The
first is the medium through which the system observes its target object. Any changes in
the refractive properties of the medium in the time the wavefront traverses it causes a
distortion in the wavefront. Two portions of the same wavefront that traverse mediums of
different refractive indices travel at different speeds, and the wavefront becomes distorted.
An everyday example of this is the perceived twinkle of stars seen through a turbulent
atmosphere by the naked eye. Light from the same source reaches the eye at different
times, so without wavefront correction, the stars appear to twinkle. The same atmospheric
turbulence plagues all ground-based telescopes, so they require active correction of the
incoming wavefront to produce high resolution images. This example of distortion is the
one pictured in Figure 3-1.
Figure 3-1: Diagram of typical active (or adaptive) optics systems for a distorted incoming
wavefront [32]
The second source of distortion for an active optics system is the optical system itself:
the series of lenses and mirrors. Should any element in the optical path deviate from its
prescription, the transmitted or reflected wavefront becomes distorted. This wavefront error
is influenced by each imperfect optical surface, and these distortions can add constructively
or destructively. A common example of this type of distortion is an out of focus camera.
The lens system of the camera produces an image of the target object at the system's focal
plane. If the focal plane does not align with the image detector, the image appears out of
focus. The ability to focus a camera by altering the relative location of its lenses, specifically
by moving them laterally along the optical axis to redirect the focal plane onto the image
detector, is a common example of an active optics system.
This thesis considers only quasi-static distortions (i.e. quasi-static mirror corrections).
In other words, the rate of change of the distortion is assumed to be well within the high
bandwidth of the sensing and control system. This thesis also considers only distortions
in the wavefront due to imperfections in the telescope's primary mirror. The approach of
concentrating on primary mirror distortions is common for active space telescopes since
their target objects are viewed through the vacuum of space, so the observed wavefront is
(a) (b)
Figure 3-2: Example primary mirror realizations by MOST for (a) a monolithic circular
mirror and (b) a hexagonal segmented mirror. View is of the backstructure.
not distorted by a turbulent atmosphere. Furthermore, the trend towards larger and lighter
mirrors leads to more flexible structures, so errors in the mirror figure are increasingly more
common aboard next generation space telescopes.
3.1 Mirror Structural Model Overview
The MOST project has the capability to automatically generate a finite element model for
a space telescope, including models of the primary, secondary, and fast-steering (tertiary)
mirrors, given a number of user-defined parameters. The annular primary mirror is modeled
as either a monolith or as an assembly of hexagonal segments. Of the two main choices
for a segment mirror geometry [5], hexagonal segments provide fair coverage of the desired
annular aperture while using segments that are nearly identical in shape (in contrast to
rings of radial petals). The prescription for the off-axis hexagonal segments is a function
only of the radial distance from and orientation to the aperture center. This symmetric
shape allows for more convenient auto-generation of the finite element models as well as
more cost-effective manufacturing. Example MOST realizations of both a monolith and a
segmented annular mirror are shown in Figure 3-2.
The telescopes modeled by MOST are designed to be the state-of-the-art of space
telescopes. The mirror designs feature lightweighting techniques including a thin mirror
facesheet supported by an array of stiffening ribs that comprise the backstructure. The
term backstructure herein refers to the array of ribs that supports the mirror facesheet,
rather than to a massive and comparatively rigid support structure. The rib structure pat-
Figure 3-3: Rib structure pattern of a hexagonal mirror segment including cathedral ribs
as generated by MOST
tern for both mirror geometries mimics those seen in industry [15]. This thesis, however,
focuses only on hexagonal mirror segments. The rib structure for one of these segments is
pictured in Figure 3-3. This structure features a layout of the primary ribs in a pattern of
equilateral triangles. The user defines this layout using the number of concentric, hexago-
nal rib rings desired. The rib structure in Figure 3-3, for instance, has two concentric "rib
rings."
In addition to the "primary ribs" which appear in a triangular pattern, the MOST
model has the capability to generate "cathedral ribs," which form a secondary rib structure
of smaller ribs within the triangular cells of the primary ribs. These smaller cathedral ribs
are designed to support the mirror facesheet at its weakest points, with little added mass,
to reduce uneven polishing when a surface pressure is applied. More detail on the design
and implementation of these cathedral ribs can be found in Section 3.2.
The mirror segments are modeled with a homogeneous material since these segments are
often cast or milled from a solid blank of material [5]. A thin reflecting surface is typically
added to the structural material, but this thin coating provides a negligible change in the
structural or thermal properties and is thus neglected in the MOST model.
The following sections describe the design parameters of the mirror segments and the
properties of the assembled primary mirror. These definitions lay the foundation for the
shape control methods described later in this chapter.
Table 3.1: User-specified mirror segment design parameters
Specified Parameter Baseline Value
Diameter (flat-flat) lm
Radius of curvature (on axis) 6m
Areal density 15 kg/m 2
Nrings 2
Facesheet mass fraction 50%
Cathedral rib mass fraction 5%
Primary rib aspect ratio 50
Cathedral rib aspect ratio 4
Table 3.2: Silicon carbide material property summary
Material Property Value
Elastic modulus, E 375 GPa
Shear modulus, G 26 GPa
Poisson's ratio, v 0.17
Mass density, p 3200 kg/m 2
Thermal expansion coefficient, CTE 4.5 x 10-6 m/oC
3.1.1 Mirror segment parameters
The user has authority over several design variables governing the structure of the primary
mirror segments. For consistency, however, a fixed mirror design is used throughout this
thesis unless noted otherwise. The parameters for this design are meant to be consistent
with what is seen in industry for fairly large segmented and lightweight mirrors [18]. The
parameters shown in Table 3.1 specify the mirror design for any baseline examples given
in this thesis. Also for reference, Table 3.2 summarizes the silicon carbide (SiC) properties
used for the homogeneous mirror material.
The areal density listed includes the added mass of the actuators, but not of any ad-
ditional mounting hardware or electronics. Refer to Section 3.3 for a review of the elec-
trostrictive actuator model properties. Also note that the user has the freedom to vary the
mirror facesheet and the cathedral rib mass fractions. Each mass fraction is the ratio of
allocated mass for that component to the total mirror structural mass. The mass fractions
determine how mirror structural mass is distributed between the facesheet, primary ribs,
and cathedral ribs for a given areal density. The value for Nrings is the number of hexagonal
rib rings in the rib backstructure. Lastly, the rib aspect ratios equal the height of each rib
divided by the cross-sectional thickness.
Table 3.3: Derived mirror parameters
Derived Parameter Baseline Value
Segment mass 13kg
No. of actuators 42
Actuator mass 10g (each)
Primary rib height 32.7mm
Cathedral rib height 6.6mm
In addition to the user-specified mirror parameters, a number of derived parameters
are worthy of note. These parameters are not directly chosen by the user, but rather are
determined indirectly from the prescribed parameters. An abbreviated list of key derived
parameters is shown in Table 3.3.
Note that the height of the cathedral ribs is required to be no greater than that of the
primary ribs. The cathedral rib structure is intended to be a secondary backstructure for
providing support within each of the primary rib triangular cells. For this reason, mass
allocations that demand taller cathedral ribs than primary ribs are avoided altogether.
With regards to the finite element implementation, the thicknesses of the mirror facesheet
and ribs are prescribed as thickness values of the planar elements used to generate the
finite element model of the mirror. Visualizations of the mirror thus do not depict these
thicknesses.
3.1.2 Segmented primary mirror parameters
The mirror segment parameters described in the previous section describe a single segment
in a multi-segment primary mirror. From a MOST modeling perspective, the only difference
between mirror segments is the prescribed mirror figure, which depends only on the radial
distance from the primary mirror center. The structural parameters are hence modeled
identically across each of these off-axis segments.
The hexagonal mirror segments modeled in this thesis are designed to populate a 3m
diameter parabolic primary mirror. This primary mirror requires six of the hexagonal
segments described in the previous section: one ring of six identical off-axis segments.
Figure 3-4 shows the segmented mirror and the individual segments necessary.
Each segment is supported identically using a set of three bipod mounts that attach to
particular points on the backstructure (see Section 3.4). In addition to the shape control
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Figure 3-4: Primary mirror and its hexagonal segments
made possible by the embedded actuators (see Section 3.3), each of the six off-axis mirror
segments can be actuated in piston, tip, and tilt directions with these bipods, although the
independent rigid body control of the off-axis segments is not considered in this thesis. For
simplicity, this thesis considers only the shape control of a symmetric mirror segment as
if it were centered on the x, y, and z axes, which are shown in Figure 3-4 and 3-5. This
avoids complexities of an asymmetric off-axis prescription and an asymmetric shape control
system. It also permits computational savings as described in Section 5.2.2 which utilize
the 600 rotational symmetry of the mirror structure.
The overall primary mirror is modeled as a 3m diameter aperture with a focal length
of 3m as shown in Figure 3-4. This results in an f-number of one and a radius of curvature
(RoC) of 6m by the following definitions:
ff /# = RoC = 2f (3.1)Da
where f is the mirror focal length and Da is the aperture diameter. For this reason, the
model for the on-axis segment also has an f-number of one and a 6m RoC for its Im diameter
(flat-flat).
Figure 3-5: Sample MOST realization of hexagonal rib-stiffened mirror segment. View
shows mirror backstructure.
3.2 Cathedral Rib Structure Design
This section presents several aspects about the design of cathedral ribs as an improvement
to the backstructure of a rib-stiffened, lightweight, deformable mirror. The motivation for
introducing a secondary rib structure, or ribs smaller in height and length compared to
their primary rib counterparts, is first presented. The design options for the cathedral
rib pattern are then introduced and the merits for choosing the appropriate pattern are
discussed. Finally, the details of the finite element implementation are discussed, covering
how these cathedral ribs are introduced to the existing parametric modeling process and
the auto-meshing capabilities it possesses.
This section covers only the design and implementation of the cathedral rib structure.
Refer to Chapter 5 for results on the optimization of the cathedral rib design parameters.
3.2.1 Motivation for cathedral rib structure
A rib-stiffened, lightweight, deformable mirror typically features a thin facesheet with a
backstructure pattern of high aspect ratio primary ribs. This rib-stiffened design increases
the structural rigidity in the transverse (±z in Figure 3-5) mirror bending direction using
limited structural mass. By concentrating the mirror mass in strategically sized and located
ribs, the mirror facesheet can be made very thin to help produce low areal density mirrors.
An example realization of a rib-stiffened deformable mirror similar to that seen in industry
is shown in Figure 3-5.
Two back structure patterns are evident in Figure 3-5: one primary rib pattern (whose
geometry creates triangular cells between the ribs) to support the entire mirror, and a
secondary cathedral rib pattern designed to provide support within the triangular rib cells.
(a) midpoint (b) endpoint (c) triangular
Figure 3-6: Cathedral rib pattern options within a representative primary rib cell
These cathedral ribs are included to strengthen the weakest areas of the deformable mirror,
where the mirror facesheet is otherwise unsupported by the primary rib backstructure.
The large gaps (triangular cells) in the primary rib structure are problematic primarily
due to manufacturing concerns and the effect of print-through, or quilting. Print-through
originates from the polishing process when the mirror facesheet deflects non-uniformly under
the polishing pressure and is explained in more detail in Section 4.2. The mirror facesheet
thickness is hence driven not only by the structural requirements from operations, but also
by the mirror's structural rigidity during manufacturing [5].
The two competing demands on the mirror backstructure - to carry structural loads
across the diameter of the mirror and to provide rigidity in a homogeneous fashion to
avoid print-through effects - suggest that the optimal mirror backstructure features a multi-
tiered structural design. For this reason, the MOST model generates cathedral ribs whose
structural parameters are optimized in Chapter 5. The following sections discuss the design
and implementation of cathedral ribs in the MOST mirror model.
3.2.2 Options for cathedral structure
Several options exist for the cathedral rib pattern within each of the primary rib triangular
cells. Three possible options are shown in Figure 3-6 for a representative primary rib
triangular cell and include a midpoint, endpoint, and triangular layout.
These competing cathedral rib patterns are judged on three design merits: ease of finite
element implementation, structural mass efficiency, and the pattern's ability to support the
centermost points of the mirror facesheet within each representative rib cell. The first design
merit considers the ease with which the pattern can be implemented into the existing mirror
autogeneration module. This merit is a function of how the proposed cathedral elements
(a) midpoint (b) endpoint (c) triangular
Figure 3-7: Minimum fidelity surface mesh for cathedral rib pattern options
blend with the existing mirror surface and primary rib elements. The goal is to avoid finite
element misalignments or asymmetries within the primary rib triangular section and to
create a robust auto-meshing algorithm for any combination of mirror structural parameters.
The height of the quadrilateral cathedral rib elements is allowed to vary, but the heights
of the ribs are always oriented in the z-direction (along the mirror optical axis and not
along the surface-normal direction). The ability of the cathedral rib elements to blend
with the existing elements therefore depends on the layout of the underlying mirror surface
triangular elements (shown in Figure 3-7), and whether they can be easily re-meshed while
preserving the symmetry within each rib cell.
The triangular pattern requires a node only at the midpoint of the surrounding primary
ribs, so the pattern blends with any surface mesh for Nt even, where Nt is the number of
elements across any edge of the triangular primary rib cell. Similarly, the endpoint pattern
blends with the underlying mesh when Nt is any integer multiple of three. The midpoint
pattern blends with any mesh fidelity when Nt is an integer multiple of six. Whereas all
three cathedral rib patterns work with particular mesh fidelities, the choice of pattern clearly
restricts the model fidelity to particular values of the number of finite elements per meter.
The second merit is the structural mass efficiency. This merit can be interpreted as
evaluating the patterns based on the total length of ribs required. The pattern with the
least total rib length produces the largest ribs for a given cathedral mass. For a unit length
primary rib cell, the candidate patterns result in total rib length per rib cell as summarized
in Table 3.4. The midpoint cathedral pattern clearly offers a mass-efficient layout, and is
nearly twice as efficient as the next most effective candidate design.
The final merit for the choice of the cathedral rib pattern is whether the cathedral ribs
extend to the centermost location of the rib cell, where the otherwise unsupported facesheet
Table 3.4: Total cathedral rib length for unit length rib cell
Cathedral Pattern Total Length
Triangular 1.50
Endpoint 1.73
Midpoint 0.87
is most vulnerable to print-through error. The endpoint and midpoint patterns accomplish
this, whereas the triangular pattern does not.
The midpoint method is selected on the basis of substantial mass efficiency and the
ability to provide structural support to the centermost facesheet location within each rib
cell. The mesh fidelity limitation of the midpoint pattern is a tradeoff for the mass savings
it offers. All cathedral rib implementations in this thesis feature ribs in such a layout.
3.2.3 Finite element implementation
Aside from the mesh fidelity limitations of the midpoint cathedral pattern detailed in the
previous section, there exist additional concerns for the finite element implementation of
the quadrilateral cathedral rib elements. This section first details the re-mesh logic used to
blend the cathedral ribs into the existing underlying triangular element mesh (see [23]) and
then discusses the test used to ensure asymptotic convergence to show model accuracy.
Re-mesh logic
A number of re-meshes are necessary to ensure continuity of the cathedral rib elements with
adjacent finite elements. The goal of the re-mesh logic is to avoid FEM discontinuities while
using as few additional nodes and elements as possible.
The re-mesh algorithm is designed to overcome the two FEM discontinuities shown in
Figure 3-8(a). The first occurs between the quadrilateral cathedral rib and the underlying
triangular facesheet mesh. Figure 3-7(a) shows that for Nt = 6n (n E N) each cathedral rib
spans a multiple of two facesheet triangle elements. For each cathedral rib and each pair of
underlying adjacent surface triangles, one new quadrilateral cathedral rib element and two
new triangular facesheet surface elements are added (Figure 3-8(b)).
The second FEM discontinuity occurs at the intersection of the cathedral ribs and the
existing primary ribs. The height of the cathedral ribs is smaller than that of the primary
ribs, so the outer edge of each cathedral rib does not coincide with any existing primary rib
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Figure 3-8: Cathedral rib discontinuities (a) before re-mesh, and (b) after re-mesh
nodes, as shown in Figure 3-8(a). The re-mesh logic that minimizes the number of additional
elements adds two triangular elements to each rib intersection as shown in Figure 3-8(b).
Model convergence
To test the accuracy of the updated model containing cathedral ribs, the model fidelity
(number of nodes per meter) is increased and the convergence behavior of a model metric
is recorded. The model is said to converge if this metric asymptotes to some value as model
fidelity is increased. The point at which the metric sufficiently asymptotes dictates the
required level of model fidelity to produce consistent and accurate results.
The addition of triangular elements (in the process of modeling cathedral ribs) motivates
a test for convergence of the mirror model. These triangular elements are necessary to
maintain continuity between neighboring elements when the cathedral ribs are added, but
are believed to be generally more error prone than quadrilateral elements in finite element
models. Selected modal frequencies are used as the metric to test for model convergence.
As explained in Section 3.2.2, the number of finite elements along each edge of the pri-
mary rib triangular sections, Nt, must be an integer multiple of six to allow the midpoint
cathedral rib pattern to blend with the existing element mesh of the mirror surface. The
varying spatial fidelity thus depends on the number of triangular sections across the mirror
diameter, which in turn depends on the number of hexagonal rib rings of the mirror back-
structure. Refer to Section 3.1 for a more detailed discussion on the layout of the mirror
backstructure. The minimum required number of facesheet elements across the diameter
(vertex-to-vertex) is given by:
CT !R iAs
Nele = 12 x Nrings
where Nrings is the number of concentric, hexagonal, primary rib rings in the mirror back-
structure (e.g. Nring, = 2 in Figure 3-5). In general, dividing the number of elements by
the length spanned by those elements gives the spatial model fidelity. For a given vertex-
to-vertex mirror diameter, D,, the spatial fidelity of the FEM must therefore be a multiple
of:
# elements/m = [N e 1 (3.3)
where the F[- indicates the integer ceiling operation. A 1m flat-flat diameter mirror gives
D, = lm - sec(300 ) = 1.155m vertex-to-vertex diameter and the minimum required spatial
fidelity levels listed in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Minimum spatial fidelity levels
Nrings Nele/D,vl
2 21
3 32
4 42
The two-rib ring mirror requires fidelity levels in integer multiples of 21 elements per
meter (# elements/m = 21n). The first five multiples (n = 1,2,3,4,5) are used to test
modal frequency convergence on the two-rib ring mirror. The convergence results for the
7th, 10th, and 20th modal frequencies are shown in Figure 3-9. Note that the 7th modal
frequency is that of the first flexible mode after the six rigid body modes. The convergence
behavior shows that the selected modal frequencies sufficiently converge over the range of
fidelity levels chosen. The change in each of the frequencies shown between the two highest
fidelity levels (n = 4, 5), 84 and 105 elements/m, is less than 1Hz.
The modal convergence test evaluates the accuracy of the model alone. However, a
number of metrics also involving actuation are used in the optimization routines in Chapter
5. Verifying the accuracy of calculating actuation-induced deformation is thus also impor-
tant. The mirror dimpling metric (defined in Section 4.1) is used on the two-rib mirror for
this metric convergence test. The fidelity levels vary from 20 to 105 elements per meter
at increments of roughly 4 elements per meter. The results for the dimpling RMS residual
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Figure 3-9: Modal frequency convergence behavior
across this range of model fidelity are shown in Figure 3-10.
The convergence behavior in Figure 3-10 shows that the dimpling metric sufficiently
converges to within a ±5% interval at fidelity levels greater than 42 elements per meter
(n = 2). The convergence behaviors of the modal frequencies and the dimpling metric
imply that a fidelity level of at least 42 elements per meter (n = 2) is required to achieve
accurate and reliable simulation results. A fidelity level of 63 elements per meter (n = 3),
corresponding to roughly 4000 mirror model surface nodes, is used throughout this thesis
to ensure accurate and reliable model data.
3.2.4 Effect of cathedral ribs
The purpose of including cathedral ribs in the design of a deformable mirror is to produce a
more homogeneous structural design that mitigates short spatial wavelength deformations.
These deformations can appear in the control of the mirror or in the manufacturing process
as "print-through," as described in Section 4.2.
To give a preview of the motivation for the optimization in Chapter 5, consider the
following. The overall effect of cathedral ribs at mitigating print-through is measured by
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Figure 3-10: Mirror dimpling metric convergence behavior
increasing the cathedral mass fraction and recording the print-through RMS on the baseline
mirror design. As the cathedral rib mass fraction is increased, the facesheet and primary
rib mass allocations are decreased equally to maintain constant areal density. The results
for print-through RMS as a function of cathedral mass fraction are shown by the solid line
in Figure 3-11.
Increasing the cathedral rib mass fraction monotonically decreases the print-through
residual, but it has an adverse effect on the dimpling RMS, shown by the dashed line in
Figure 3-11. This trade between print-through and dimpling residual presents the oppor-
tunity for structural optimization against these high spatial frequency error sources. The
process for quantifying these residuals, and the routines for optimizing the mirror structural
parameters accordingly, are described in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.3 Actuator Modeling and Layout
The actuators modeled for mirror shape control in this thesis are embedded surface-parallel
electrostrictive actuators. The forces applied by the actuators produce a local surface
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Figure 3-12: Geometry of surface parallel actuator model
bending moment without requiring a massive support structure to provide a reaction force.
Each actuator is mounted on the outside edge of a primary rib (farthest from the facesheet)
and is modeled as a cylindrical rod element in Nastran [23]. These rod elements span an
integer number of quadrilateral elements depending on the desired length specified by the
user. Figure 3-12 depicts the geometry of the surface-parallel cylindrical electrostrictive
actuators relative to the underlying quadrilateral rib elements.
The actuator d33 term is also specified by the user. The d33 term determines the lon-
gitudinal strain of the actuator under free-free boundary conditions given a unit applied
voltage [18] as:
"----~
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Table 3.6: Number of actuators as a function of rib rings
Nrings No. of Actuators
2 42
3 90
4 156
5 240
(a) (b)
Figure 3-13: Embedded actuator layout for (a) 2 rib ring mirror, and (b) 3 rib ring mirror
AL
d33 = (3.4)V
where AL is the longitudinal expansion of the actuator and V is the applied voltage. The
d3 3 term plays a role in the modeling of the actuators, which are controlled by varying the
actuator element temperatures as explained in Section 3.5.1.
The layout and number of actuators is solely a function of the rib geometry. An actuator
is centered on all edges of each rib cell, so the number of actuators depends only on the
number of hexagonal, concentric primary rib rings, Nrings, as listed in Table 3.6. Sample
actuator layouts for mirrors with two and three rib rings are shown in Figure 3-13.
The actuator models are controlled via applied temperatures which cause the elements
to expand/contract (depending on the stiffness of the structure in which they are embedded)
to produce the desired endpoint displacements. An alternate control approach is to apply
equal and opposite forces at either end of the actuators [10]. The choice of control approach
depends on a number of factors, but predominantly rests on how the electrostrictive is
believed to behave. As relative force actuators, the actuators impart a particular level of
force on the attached rib structure (given a chosen level of applied voltage), regardless of
the displacement of the surrounding structural material. This model of actuator behavior
Table 3.7: Summary of actuator model properties
Actuator Property Value
a, CTE 3.6 x 10-10 m/ 0C
d33  3.6 x 10- 4 m/V
p, density 7650 kg/m 3
E, elastic modulus 93 GPa
G, shear modulus 10 GPa
v, Poisson ratio 0.3
r, radius 3mm
L, length 2.5cm
exists in the limit when the surrounding rib material is significantly stiff in comparison
to the actuator itself [20], so the desired level of applied force is produced independent of
actuator displacement.
As relative displacement actuators, however, the actuators undergo a particular longitu-
dinal displacement (given a chosen level of applied voltage), regardless of the surrounding
stiffness. This actuator behavior model exists in the limit when the surrounding rib material
is very weak compared to the stiffness of the actuator [20], so the actuator is free to ex-
pand/contract to a prescribed amount independent of the reaction force of the surrounding
material.
In reality, the embedded actuators are hybrids of these two models. The actuators
perform neither exactly as theoretical force actuators nor as displacement actuators, but
rather somewhere in between. To mimic this behavior, a chosen level of temperature change,
AT, is applied and the actuator element expands/contracts longitudinally (under free-free
conditions) as:
AL = a AT (3.5)
where L is the original actuator length, e is the element strain, and a is the coefficient
of thermal expansion (CTE). The elongation of the actuator and the stiffness of the sur-
rounding structure provide a balance between the relative displacement and relative force
actuator models. In other words, the commanded temperature in the embedded actuator
model causes the actuator to strain until the stress in the actuator (due to its inability
to achieve free-free strain) balances the stress in the structure (due to deformation). A
summary of the actuator model properties is shown in Table 3.7.
(a) (b)
Figure 3-14: Point constraint geometry showing degrees of freedom for (a) 2 rib ring mirror
and (b) 3 rib ring mirror
3.4 Constraints
The primary mirror must be appropriately constrained for two reasons. The first is to
prevent rigid body motion of the mirror that could occur because of applied disturbances.
The second is to mimic the support of the adjoining telescope in order to more accurately
model the mirror mounting.
In order to prevent rigid body motion of the primary mirror, the mirror must be con-
strained in six degrees of freedom (DOF): three translational and three rotational. This
is accomplished by constraining three different points on the mirror backstructure in two
degrees of freedom each. Each constrained point is at the intersection of primary ribs at
the point farthest from the facesheet. These three points match the attachment points of
bipod mounts that would be used to connect the mirror to the telescope. In this way, the
rigid body modes of the mirror are constrained while mimicking the support nature of the
telescope assembly.
The three points chosen for constraints vary depending on the chosen mirror backstruc-
ture geometry. All three points lie on the same hexagonal rib ring and are spaced at 1200
intervals about the mirror center. The rib ring of point constraints is the centermost ring
along any radial vector (Nring,/2), or one ring outside the half radius if Nring8 is odd. The
three point constraints are identified for mirrors with two and three rib rings in Figure 3-14.
Each of the point constraints is constrained in the same two degrees of freedom: the
circumferential 0 (relative to mirror x, y plane) and z-direction (along optical axis). Each
constrained point is allowed to slide in the radial direction (along the arrows in Figure
3-14) and rotate about any axis, mimicking the behavior of kinematic bipod mounts. The
combination of these six constraints fully constrains the rigid body modes of the mirror.
3.5 Method of Shape Control
This thesis takes a conventional approach to shape control (as seen in [23], [35]) by solving
the system of equations in Equation 3.6.
Ei + = 0 (3.6)
where ýý represents the known mirror surface node (initial) z-displacements (displacements
along the optical axis), E represents the matrix of actuator influence functions, and ii
represents the set of actuator commands. The influence functions represent the influence
of the actuators on the z-displacements of each facesheet surface node in the finite element
mirror model and are explained in the following section. The matrix E has a number of
rows equal to the number of mirror surface nodes and a number of columns equal to the
number of embedded actuators used for shape control. This means E is generally not square
(typically taller than wide) so several numerical solving methods, discussed in Section 3.5.3,
are possible for finding the actuator commands, u.
In general, solving for the required actuator commands yields:
EfU+Z = 0 (3.7a)
E= E(§T) E1T (3.7b)
which requires premultiplying by ET to obtain a square system. This system is inherently
difficult to solve due to poor conditioning of the influence function matrix, which is exacer-
bated by pre-multiplying by its transpose. This poor conditioning also introduces problems
associated with the numerical solving technique, further discussed in Section 3.5.3.
As a summary, Figure 3-15 shows the theoretical mirror shape control process when the
influence functions are known. The surface node z-displacements of the mirror surface are
first gathered. Equation 3.6 is next solved for ii using the z-displacements and the recorded
influence function matrix E. Once the actuator commands are applied, the surface residual
can be found by differencing the corrected shape from the desired shape.
Figure 3-15: Theoretical mirror shape control summary
Additionally, all shape control commands in this thesis consider only a 95% clear aper-
ture of the hexagonal mirror segment. The clear aperture is defined as the set of points on
the mirror surface that lie within a circle 95% the size (by radius) of the largest possible
inscribed circle within the hexagonal segment. Only mirror surface nodes within the clear
aperture are used in the set of displacements I and in the influence functions in the ma-
trix E. All surface residual metrics, therefore, pertain only to points in the clear aperture.
However, all actuators for the commands in ii are used for shape control even though some
actuators lie outside the clear aperture.
Use of a clear aperture calculation avoids peculiarities associated with edge control.
Moment actuators (e.g. the surface-parallel actuators used herein), or those that impart
nearly a pure bending moment in the mirror structure, struggle to smoothly control the
surface curvature near the edges of the mirror segment. These control difficulties are avoided
altogether through use of a clear aperture for the purpose of the shape command simulations.
Note, however, that the resulting large surface residual near the edges of the segment
adversely affects the wavefront error and the system's imaging capability.
3.5.1 Influence functions
The influence function of an actuator is the resulting mirror surface shape when that actua-
tor is given a unit command. The matrix E contains the complete set of influence functions
and is required to solve Equation 3.6. The theoretical influence functions used in this thesis
are obtained by applying a unit actuation command to each actuator in series and recording
the Nastran output for the z-displacements of each surface node in the finite element mirror
model. Sample influence functions for various actuators are shown in Figure 3-16 using the
Nastran result for the deformed mirror.
(a) Actuator #6 (b) Actuator #25 (c) Actuator #44
Figure 3-16: Sample influence functions
The format of these influence functions is also of interest. As mentioned, this thesis im-
plements nodal influence functions which record the displacement of each facesheet surface
node. Zernike influence funcetions offer an alternative approach to shape control.
Zernike influence functions
Zernike influence functions decompose the deformed mirror surface into a particular number
of Zernike coefficients and use this set of coefficients as the influence function (as in [23],
[31]). Similar to Equation 3.6, Equation 3.8 is the governing control equation when Zernike
influence functions are used.
Ezi + = 0 (3.8)
where ,E is the Zernike influence function matrix and C is the set of Zernike coefficients of
the initial mirror figure to be controlled. As with nodal influence functions, the required
actuation is calculated such that the set of Zernike coefficients of the controlled mirror
surface is minimized (in absolute value). This Zernike influence function approach results
in a compact and elegant method for controlling the mirror figure. The Zernike terms also
add an element of convenience since basic optical aberrations correspond to Zernike shapes
such as focus, astigmatism, and coma [18].
This Zernike approach also has a number of drawbacks. Primarily, this method has a
spatial bandwidth limitation; that is, it entirely neglects shapes (i.e. Zernike polynomials)
of order higher than the bandwidth used for Zernike decomposition. This is because the
Zernike polynomials are an orthogonal series, so shapes above the chosen spatial bandwidth
are rendered unobservable. Consider a shape control case that uses the first 48 Zernikes for
the control bandwidth. Any portion of the shape disturbance that lies above this bandwidth
Figure 3-17: Example of Zernike control bandwidth limitation
is unobservable and uncontrollable, regardless of the number of actuators used. This band-
width limitation is depicted in Figure 3-17. Very high spatial frequency errors or defects (i.e.
"microroughness" [5]) lie above a reasonable Zernike influence function bandwidth, where
a reasonable Zernike bandwidth is defined as one which permits a shape decomposition in
less than three seconds (e.g. a '4000 node facesheet surface shape can be decomposed into
156 Zernike shapes in -1.5 seconds). It is thus very difficult to control for high spatial
frequency shapes using Zernike influence functions.
A second drawback of the Zernike control approach is the following ambiguity of spatial
bandwidth that it introduces. A given set of z-displacements can be decomposed into any
number of Zernike coefficients since the series of Zernike polynomials is infinite. As long
as the Zernike influence function matrix Ez has full column rank, which it is observed to
have, then any number of Zernike terms equal to or less than the number of actuators are
controllable. That is, if the number of actuators used is greater than the number of Zernikes
controlled (Ez is wider than it is tall), the system is said to be over-defined and solving
Equation 3.8 yields a non-unique solution.
If the number of Zernike terms controlled is instead greater than the number of actuators
(Ez is taller than it is wide), the system is said to be under-defined. Solving Equation 3.8
yields a solution that minimizes the system residual, typically in a least squares sense,
instead of solving for the exact solution. A Zernike decomposition using a large number
of terms is also computationally expensive because it requires a Zernike transformation in
addition to the matrix solution to Equation 3.8. The additional time necessary for this
transformation is significant and is reflected in Table 3.8 for multiple cases.
Furthermore, high-order Zernike polynomials feature high spatial frequency radial terms
which have many oscillations concentrated near the edges of the unit circle. Sampling these
shapes sufficiently on the mirror surface requires at least two surface nodes per cycle (i.e.
Nyquist sampling [29]), which requires a higher fidelity mirror model and even greater
computational expense.
The spatial bandwidth of the controller presents a tradeoff. A smaller bandwidth ne-
glects higher order terms and a larger bandwidth requires a least squares minimization of the
residual and a large Zernike transformation. This tradeoff is complicated by the multitude
of different mirror designs studied by MOST and by the variety of disturbances to which the
mirrors are subjected. A particular choice of controller Zernike bandwidth may be optimal
for one choice of mirror and disturbance, but sub-optimal for another combination. This
bandwidth ambiguity is the second drawback of the Zernike control approach.
Nodal influence functions
The control approach in this thesis uses nodal influence functions, which avoid the afore-
mentioned drawbacks of the Zernike control approach. Since the number of nodes on the
finite element mirror surface exceeds the number of actuators, Equation 3.6 is under-defined,
and the numerical method chosen minimizes the residual of the system since it cannot be
corrected completely.
This nodal approach avoids the bandwidth issues of the Zernike approach altogether.
As a result, the nodal influence functions generally produce controlled mirror surfaces with
a lower root-mean-square (RMS) displacements compared to using Zernike influence func-
tions. Table 3.8 compares the surface RMS residual for these mirrors following a bulk
IoAT [C] athermalization (i.e. correcting for thermal deformation) using the nodal and
Zernike control approaches. The Zernike approaches listed use 156 terms, even though the
two and three-rib mirrors have only 42 and 90 actuators, respectively. Table 3.8 shows
that the nodal influence functions produce on average 10% less residual in the controlled
mirror surface. This higher accuracy is another reason that nodal influence functions are
the control method of choice for this thesis.
In summary, nodal influence functions are chosen over Zernike influence functions be-
cause of their accuracy and minimal computational requirements. A fair comparison be-
tween the two methods would feature Zernike influence functions with the same number of
terms as there are surface nodes in the mirror model. This would result in the matrices
E and _Ez being the same size. For mirror models with thousands of nodes, however, the
Table 3.8: Controlled surface residual results for nodal and 156-term Zernike influence
functions (IF) for 1oAT bulk athermalization
Surface Residual (nm) Computation Time (s, per 1000 nodes)No. Actuators Nodal IF Zernike IF Nodal IF Zernike IF
42 4.96 5.88 0.001 15.4
90 2.35 2.42 0.01 32.5
156 1.20 1.34 0.05 56.2
necessary Zernike transformations would be prohibitively expensive in computation time.
3.5.2 Fictitious actuators
In addition to the embedded electrostrictive actuators included in the finite element mirror
model, three "fictitious" actuators are included in the influence function matrix to control
for piston, tip, and tilt. Columns associated with these actuators are appended to E and
Equation 3.6 is solved with the modified matrix.
Including these actuators mimics perfect piston, tip, and tilt actuation from the telescope
assembly. Although these modes are typically controlled using bipod-mounted actuators,
the assumption of perfect control is ambitious. This assumption is necessary, however,
to avoid numerical issues with the embedded actuators trying to control the rigid body
modes. For instance, Figure 3-18 shows the controlled mirror surfaces with and without
the use of fictitious actuators when correcting for a bulk temperature disturbance. Note
both the shape and vertical scale in these images. The relative ability of the control system
to athermalize the surface is apparent when piston, tip, and tilt correction is used. The
corrected surface is more homogeneously controlled to a lower RMS residual.
Furthermore, the command profiles with and without the use of fictitious actuators is
shown in Figure 3-19. These command profiles are shown as color maps where each color
represents the level of command voltage and the locations of the plotted points represent the
actuator locations on the mirror. The effect of the fictitious actuators is again apparent in
these command profiles, as the embedded actuators control the surface with less numerical
difficulty when the fictitious actuators are included, resulting in a radially smooth pattern
with significantly lower RMS voltage. Note the magnitudes of the color scales in these
images. Due to the control advantages, three fictitious actuators are used for all shape
control simulations in this thesis.
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Table 3.9: Summary of numerical methods to solve Ax = b
isqr Finds the least squares solution x while minimizing the resid-
ual Ax - b
inv Finds the complete inverse; x = A-lb
mldivide Matrix left divide; x = A\b
pinv Uses the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse; finds the solution
with the smallest 2-norm
tgcr Truncated generalized conjugate residual (GCR) [12].
Table 3.10: Numerical methods performance
Method Tolerance Accuracy (nm) Computation Time (s)
lsqr 1 x 10-16 1.879 0.0312
inv N/A 1.555 0.0528
mldivide N/A 1.555 0.1001
pinv 1 x 10 - 16 1.555 0.0645
tgcr 1 x 10- 16 1.555 0.0248
3.5.3 Numerical methods
Solving Equation 3.6 for the required actuation levels, fi, is not necessarily trivial. This is
because the influence function matrix is poorly conditioned and the proper choice of nu-
merical solving method is critical for optimizing the performance in terms of both accuracy
and computation time. MATLAB has many built-in numerical solvers and each is designed
for a slightly different purpose. Table 3.9 summarizes several numerical solvers, the first
four of which are MATLAB functions. Each is used to solve the equation Ax = b for the
vector x.
The tradeoff for the numerical methods is between computation time, accuracy, and
sensitivity to tolerance level. Some methods operate very quickly, whereas other methods
produce solutions for x with much lower residuals (Ax - b). A survey of the methods for
both the computation time and the accuracy sheds light on the most efficient solver: that
which provides an accurate answer in reasonable computation time. Table 3.10 summarizes
the review of the methods under consideration, with the chosen tolerance level listed when
applicable. The mirror corrected is the baseline 2-rib mirror (defined in Tables 3.1 - 3.3)
under a loAT bulk temperature disturbance.
Also worthy of note is the sensitivity of each method to the chosen tolerance level.
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Figure 3-20: Tolerance level sensitivity of tgcr and pinv
Many of these methods run until the chosen tolerance level for the residual is reached, so
decreasing the tolerance level generally produces more accurate results with the cost of
increased computation time. In addition to providing accurate results in reasonable time, a
method which is fairly insensitive to the chosen tolerance level is also desirable. Truncated
GCR (tgcr), for instance, is highly sensitive to tolerance level for such ill-conditioned
calculations. Figure 3-20 shows this tolerance level sensitivity by plotting the computation
time of both tgcr and pinv for a range of tolerance levels. The accuracy (i.e. controlled
surface RMS residual) for all tolerance levels is 1.555nm. This plot implies that small
changes in the tolerance level for tgcr may result in very large changes in the computation
time for negligible improvements in accuracy.
As Figure 3-20 also shows, the pseudo-inverse function (pinv) is insensitive to toler-
ance level for this example. Changing the tolerance level results in no severe change in
computation time. The accuracy of pinv for all tolerance levels is also 1.555nm. This
lower sensitivity is desirable, especially in Chapter 5 when many mirror models are gener-
ated and evaluated automatically. Robust and insensitive functions are valuable in such an
automated process. For these reasons, the pseudo-inverse is used for all equation compu-
tation. It is chosen over the inverse function since inv is known to grow exponentially in
computation time relative to the size of the system solved.
3.6 Summary
This chapter presented details of the design and control of a deformable mirror segment
model. The mirror segment evaluated in this thesis is a lightweight, silicon carbide, hexag-
onal segment featuring a thin facesheet and a combination of primary and cathedral ribs as
a stiffening backstructure. The mirror segment is defined using a number of user-specified
structural parameters, and a series of baseline parameters define a mirror that is used as a
baseline design throughout this thesis.
The embedded actuators are modeled as rod elements on the outside edge of each rib
section, and they push and pull on the primary ribs, parallel to the mirror surface, to create
surface displacement patterns (i.e. influence functions) used for shape control. The mirror
shape control approach employs nodal influence functions and three fictitious actuators to
smoothly and accurately control for a given quasi-static mirror shape disturbance.

Chapter 4
High Spatial Frequency Mirror
Surface Residual
The lightweight design of next generation space telescope mirrors introduces many perfor-
mance errors not present in the high areal density, monolithic predecessors. Mirror shape
control systems are designed to attenuate such figure errors, and the embedded control sys-
tems used today have been shown to effectively mitigate many global shape disturbances
[23].
However, the rib-stiffened design and discrete nature of most control systems (i.e. com-
pact actuators distributed across the mirror backstructure at discrete locations) introduces
the concept of uncontrollable, high spatial frequency surface error. Mathematically, any
figure error that lies outside the control space (spanned by the shapes of the actuators'
influence functions), results in uncontrollable residual. Generally speaking, these residual
shapes are uncontrollable because their spatial frequencies lie above the frequency of the
actuator spacing on the mirror backstructure. The actuators have no control authority over
these high order shapes [5].
High spatial frequency surface errors originate from a variety of sources and can be
classified as either actuation-induced, manufacturing-induced, or disturbance-induced error.
This thesis considers only quasi-static, thermal disturbances for disturbance-induced error
due to the prevalence of such disturbances in space telescopes. A given mirror, based on its
structural design, manufacturing process, and operational environment can be plagued by
any combination of these three error sources, as shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Coupling relationship of three high spatial frequency error sources
This chapter explores in detail the three major sources of high spatial frequency mirror
surface error and quantifies the relative prevalence of each for a typical deformable mirror.
The results of this study are applied in Chapter 5, which discusses how these different error
sources are treated in the optimization objective function and the subsequent optimization
of the mirror geometry to best mitigate the combination of these effects.
4.1 Actuation-Induced Residual: Dimpling
A short spatial wavelength error inevitably appears when a discretely actuated deformable
mirror is corrected for a long spatial wavelength, or "global," error. This high frequency
residual is termed dimpling since the error resembles a pattern of repeated circular dimples
across the mirror surface. The dimpling effect appears on theoretical mirror models, so
the modeling capability of MOST can be utilized to better understand the cause of mirror
dimpling.
Dimpling is attributed to the spatially discrete nature of the mirror shape control system.
Discrete actuators control the mirror curvature in a very localized region surrounding the
actuator itself. Mathematically, the control law patches these localized corrections together
to form the best fit global solution for the desired overall curvature. The mirror surface
locations farthest from actuators are the most difficult to control and tend to exhibit the
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Figure 4-2: Contour plot of mirror curvature induced by one actuator
most actuation-induced error.
The shape of the actuator influence functions is also attributed to the discrete nature
of the control system. Although the actuators produce z-displacements across the entire
mirror surface, the surface curvature they produce is very localized. Figure 4-2 shows the
mirror curvature associated with one influence function (using contours that show locations
of constant surface curvature), computed via the Laplacian of the mirror surface nodes.
Also shown are the locations of all ribs (lines) and actuators (dots) for reference. The
concentration of the contours indicates that the induced curvature from a single actuator is
very localized. Since the control law patches these influence functions together to command
any desired shape, a smooth curvature command is difficult to achieve given the localized
shapes of the influence functions. Dimpling results because the curvature of the mirror
cannot be corrected smoothly across the entire surface.
The combination of mirror structural parameters determines the shape of the individual
influence functions. A stiffer structure generally results in more global influence functions
for the actuators. In other words, the induced curvature from any actuator will be smoother
across a larger region of influence for stiffer mirrors, rather than being very localized on
flexible mirrors. The relationship between structural design and mirror dimpling, however,
is complex and involves the coupled interactions of numerous design parameters. The op-
timization routines discussed in Chapter 5 are applied to minimize this dimpling after a
standard metric is formulated. The following section focuses on developing a more pre-
cise understanding of actuation-induced dimpling and defining such a metric to accurately
quantify the dimpling residual.
4.1.1 Simulating mirror dimpling
A standard metric is required to quantify and compare mirror dimpling across a family of
mirrors with different sizes and rib geometries, as is done in the trade space optimizations
in Chapter 5. This section describes both how to induce the dimpling shape in a deformable
mirror and also how to quantify the dimpling residual.
Induced-focus residual
Dimpling specifically refers to the high order shape that is periodic with the spacing of
the embedded actuators. Actuation-induced residual, and hence dimpling, may be induced
by any type of low-order shape command. A standard metric requires using a consistent
command in all cases. This command ideally is independent of the mirror size, shape,
and rib geometry since comparisons must be made across changes in such parameters. One
command that qualifies, and is a typical command in practice, is an induced-focus. Inducing
focus on a mirror segment is analogous to actuating a corresponding change in radius of
curvature.
Inducing focus on a deformable mirror is typical in practice because of two common
optical assembly errors in space telescopes. The first is error in the desired mirror prescrip-
tion resulting from the manufacturing process. Besides print-through effects (discussed in
Section 3.2.1), errors from the manufacturing process are typically smooth, low order shapes
across the mirror diameter. Focus error is a common example of one of these manufacturing-
related, long spatial wavelength errors. The second example of a common error source is
misalignment of the optical elements in the telescope assembly. A perfectly prescribed and
manufactured primary mirror still produces a poor image if it is not aligned as designed.
The misalignment produces a piston error if it occurs along the optical axis of the telescope.
Both of these error sources produce a pure defocus of the final image. Both, however,
are correctable if the primary mirror can accurately change its level of focus. Hence, a
deformable mirror control system can mitigate common manufacturing and assembly errors
by accurately adjusting the level of focus. When inducing focus, the induced-focus residual
is the difference between the resulting shape and the desired pure focus shape. The induced
focus residual is calculated as follows. The desired focus shape is first defined as the set of
surface node z-displacements, f, such that:
fi = f'(2p2 - 1), Vi E 1...Nnodes (4.1)
where f' is a scale factor, Pi is the radial coordinate of the i th surface node, and Nnodes
is the number of facesheet surface nodes in the finite element model. The required set of
actuator commands, u*, to produce the desired focus shape is then calculated as:
Ei = f (4.2a)
W = (ET•)-lT E (4.2b)
where E represents the influence function matrix. Finally, the residual f between the
resulting shape and the desired shape command is calculated as:
f = Ei* - f (4.3)
This dimpling residual is deemed uncorrectable because of its short spatial wavelength.
The spatial frequency of the residual is on the order of one cycle per actuator spacing and
is thus uncorrectable since two actuators are required per error cycle for reliable correction
[5].
Radius of curvature conversion
Changing the mirror radius of curvature is a standard industry practice and, as a result, it
provides a sound approach to compare to industry results. As such, a 1mm ARoC is used
as the standardized low-order shape control command in order to induce the high spatial
frequency dimpling effect. Converting from radius-of-curvature to focus allows Equation
4.2 to be solved in terms of the ARoC command. For parabolic surfaces, the conic equation
[5] gives:
Zparabolic,i - 2 RC Vi E 1...Nnodes (4.4)
whereas a pure focus shape from the Zernike series ((4 = 1, (i = 0 : V i = 4) is defined as
the set zfocus such that:
zfocus,i = filf= = 2p - 1, Vi E 1...Nnodes (4.5)
By curve fitting data, the following conversion is obtained between the radius of curvature
at a parabolic vertex and the level of focus as defined by the Zernike expression:
fi = 0.0848 RoC- 1. 0094  (4.6)
The required change in focus is thus readily obtained via Equation 4.6 for any desired radius
of curvature change.
4.1.2 Quantifying mirror dimpling
The first step in measuring the amount of dimpling produced by a mirror is to induce the
dimpling shape using a standardized shape command (i.e. 1mm ARoC). The second step
is to quantify the residual shape using a scalar metric, which can be done using either a
Zernike filter method or a direct difference method.
Zernike filter method
One option to quantify the amount of dimpling produced by a given mirror design involves
examining the Zernike signature of the induced focus shape. Appendix B contains an
overview of the Zernike polynomials. In short, the Zernike shapes belong to an infinite
series of polynomials in polar coordinates that are orthogonal over the unit circle. They are
common in the optics community since many optical components are circular and because
many optical aberrations take the form of low-order Zernikes such as focus, coma, and
astigmatism.
As orthogonal polynomials, the Zernike series serves as a convenient basis for two-
dimensional shape decomposition. For any set of facesheet surface displacements Z (whose
E(b)
Figure 4-3: Induced focus deformation, (a) profile view, and (b) associated contour plot
(focus removed)
locations are defined in polar coordinates), the set of Zernike coefficients, (, is calculated
via Equation 4.7.
= A-' (4.7)
where Ar,o represents the mapping matrix for Zernike polynomials in polar coordinates (up
to the desired number of coefficients). The set of Zernike coefficients (herein displayed in
bar graph form) is referred to as the Zernike decomposition for any given set of surface
displacements, 2.
The purpose of using a Zernike filter to quantify dimpling is to isolate particular high-
order shapes within the overall aberration and to filter low-order shapes that may be present.
The first step to develop the Zernike filter approach is to identify the polynomials and
respective weights that comprise the representative dimpling pattern. Figure 4-3 shows an
image of the mirror deformations under an induced-focus command and a contour plot of
the same shape (with the focus term removed for clarity) within the 95% clear aperture of
the baseline hexagonal segment. A 95% clear aperture refers to the portion of the facesheet
surface that lies within a circle 95% the size (by radius) of the largest possible inscribed
circle within the hexagonal segment, and is described in Section 3.5. The locations of
the ribs (straight lines) and embedded actuators (dots) are included in Figure 4-3(b) for
reference.
The radial and circumferential periodicity of the dimpling pattern is evident in Figure
(b)
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Figure 4-4: Zernike decomposition of dimpling pattern
4-3(b). The dimple peaks predominantly appear at the intersections in the rib backstruc-
ture, which are the stiffest locations on the mirror and are the locations farthest from
the actuators. Like the backstructure pattern itself, the dimples have both radial and 600
circumferential symmetry. A 156-term Zernike decomposition of this shape reveals these
symmetries, and is shown in Figure 4-4. Included for reference are the Zernike polynomial
families (see Appendix B for polynomial families n) which are numbered at the top of the
figure. The predominant terms in the decomposition are the radial terms (last term in each
family) and the 60 (six-fold circumferential symmetric) terms. The decomposition and the
correlation with the symmetries in the mirror show how the dimpling residual is a direct
result of the geometry of the rib backstructure.
The second step in the Zernike filter approach is to calculate the scalar dimpling metric
by using the inner product of the representative dimpling Zernike coefficients shown in
Figure 4-4 (with the commanded focus removed), (*, and the Zernike coefficients of a
mirror deformation being measured, (:
Zernike filter dimpling metric = (4.8)
This dimpling metric filters the Zernike coefficients in the mirror deformation (in the
proper proportions) that produce the representative dimpling pattern. Minimizing this
dimpling metric over competing mirror designs equates to selecting a mirror that exhibits
the lowest correlation with the dimpling shape shown in Figure 4-3.
This Zernike filter metric has the benefit of isolating the high spatial frequency dimpling
pattern, but it also presents a number of drawbacks. First, this metric disregards all low-
order aberrations in the deformed mirror shape, regardless of their significance. This is
beneficial if only high spatial frequency dimpling is of interest in the optimization routines,
however, low-order aberrations may also be prevalent. The design optimizations should also
avoid mirrors susceptible to such low-order errors.
The second drawback becomes significant when mirrors with many rib rings are stud-
ied. The Zernike spectrum in Figure 4-4 is of the baseline mirror design with two concentric
rib rings. Mirror segments with three, four, and possibly five rib rings are also of interest
due to their prevalence in industry. Capturing the radial and circumferential periodicity in
a dimpling pattern for mirrors with higher density rib backstructure patterns requires an
extremely large Zernike bandwidth. Many more than 156 terms would be necessary. A de-
composition involving hundreds of terms is computationally taxing, it introduces numerical
errors associated with large matrix inversions, and it introduces the likelihood of Nyquist
sampling errors.
Direct difference method
A more computationally simple approach to quantifying the high spatial frequency dimpling
of an induced-focus shape is a direct difference method which uses the result of Equation
4.3 directly, rather than post-processing the dimpling signature with a Zernike filter. The
dimpling metric in this case contains the contributions of not only the predominantly high
spatial frequency dimpling errors that appear in the residual shape, but also any low-order
aberrations that may also exist. This method does not differentiate between the components
of the residual; rather, it quantifies the total residual that appears in the mirror after a
ARoC shape command.
The metric produced is thus most accurately referred to as the induced-focus residual,
although the term dimpling is herein used interchangeably since the vast majority of the
total residual is high spatial frequency dimpling. The induced-focus residual is a scalar
metric and is calculated using the following three step process:
1. Induce a change in focus to produce a 1mm ARoC.
2. Subtract the desired pure focus shape from the resulting mirror shape.
3. Take the root-mean-square of the resulting shape as the dimpling residual metric.
This direct difference method has the drawback that it includes the small contribution
of low-order shapes in the calculation of the dimpling metric and cannot discern between
the prevalence of high and low spatial frequency errors. By quantifying the total residual,
however, this method provides a more accurate means for reporting the level of error in a
deformed mirror in comparison to the Zernike filter metric.
This method presents distinct advantages over the Zernike filter method. First, it is
much more computationally simple and does not introduce any numerical difficulties or
bandwidth ambiguities when studying mirrors with many hexagonal rib rings. The proce-
dure is more generally applicable since the same three step procedure applies to all mirror
designs, regardless of size, shape, or rib geometry.
The second advantage of this direct difference method is that it easily permits a clear
aperture calculation so that only mirror surface nodes within a clear aperture of the hexag-
onal segment are considered in the control algorithm, and hence avoids edge control issues.
Moment actuators, those that impart a pure moment to the controlled structure, have dif-
ficulty controlling the edge of the mirror facesheet and require force actuators to improve
this edge control performance [5]. For simplicity, the same type of embedded actuator is
used throughout this thesis, so the clear aperture is often used to avoid such edge con-
trol issues. Using the direct difference method, the induced-focus dimpling residual of the
baseline mirror shown in Figure 4-3(a) is 91.0nm.
This section provided a summary of the origins of actuation-induced dimpling and the
method used to simulate and quantify its effect on a model mirror. The following section
defines the second source of high spatial frequency residual: manufacturing-induced print-
through.
4.2 Manufacturing-Induced Residual: Print-Through
A second form of high spatial frequency error common to deformable mirrors is print-
through, or quilting. Print-through originates in the polishing process during manufacturing
due to the variable structural rigidity across the polished mirror surface. The stiffest areas
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Figure 4-5: Causes of polishing print-through
of the deformable mirror provide the greatest reaction force to the polishing lap, resulting
in the greatest wear rate of the surface material by Preston's wear rate equation [28]:
d= 
-CP (4.9)
where z is the facesheet surface height, P is the polishing lap pressure, v is the polishing
rotation rate, and C is a proportional constant.
Conversely, the weakest portions of the mirror (areas of the facesheet not directly sup-
ported by ribs) provide the least reaction force to the polishing lap, and result in the lowest
wear rate during polishing. The variable polishing wear rates produce a quilting pattern
when the polishing process is complete. The print-through effect is difficult to avoid under
the assumption that the polishing lap spans at least two ribs since the ribs will supply
the bulk of the requisite balancing pressure and, hence, incur the most wear. As a result,
variable dwell times, applied pressures, and rotation rates cannot mitigate the residual.
Figure 4-5 provides a sketch of how the variable stiffness across the mirror surface produces
variable reaction forces and material wear rates, and hence a high spatial frequency residual
when the polishing process is complete.
The optimization routines discussed in Chapter 5 are used to optimize the design of
the rib backstructure against a high spatial frequency residual metric, which includes the
print-through effects. This metric is developed to compare the level of print-through across
multiple mirror designs. Calculating this print-through metric involves simulating the pol-
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Figure 4-6: Mirror surface polishing relationships
ishing process and quantifying the effect that mirror stiffness has on polishing.
In the case of a mirror polishing process that applies uniform polishing pressure across
the mirror surface, the amount of print-through is governed by the material wear rate profile.
This profile is a spatially varying function across the mirror surface. The material wear rate
is proportional to the mirror reaction force at the mirror surface, which itself is proportional
to the local mirror stiffness and inversely proportional to the surface deflection. The local
material wear rate, and hence pattern of print-through across the mirror, can therefore be
estimated by measuring the local mirror deflection under a constant pressure load. Figure
4-6 summarizes these cause-effect relationships.
The first step to calculate the print-through error metric is to apply a constant pressure
load representing a uniform polishing pressure. This is simulated in Nastran using uniform
force vectors applied to all mirror surface nodes in the direction parallel to the optical axis.
The mirror is constrained at all rib nodes farthest from the facesheet, those that would be
adjacent to a rigid support structure while the mirror surface is polished. These nodes are
constrained in all three translational degrees of freedom.
The forces just described are applied simultaneously to the mirror surface, even though
the polishing lap in an actual process applies pressure to small portions of the mirror at any
given point in time. This saves considerable computation time and is possible due to the
linearity of the FEM. This superposition assumes that the polishing pressure, dwell time,
and lap rotational speed are all constant across the mirror surface.
If the simulation forces are applied in the +z-direction (opposite the direction of the
actual polishing pressure), the deformation pattern resembles that of the desired simulated
print-through deformation that results when the polishing pressure is removed and the
most flexible portions of the facesheet spring back. In other words, the deformation pattern
exhibits peaks at the weakest mirror locations (where the wear rate is lowest) and valleys
at the stiffest mirror locations (where the wear rate is greatest). This directional freedom
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Figure 4-7: Example simulated print-through deformation pattern (a) without and (b) with
cathedral ribs
in the applied force is possible, without loss of accuracy, also because the mirror FEM is
linear. An example simulated print-through deformation pattern after the uniform force
vectors are applied is shown in Figure 4-7 for mirrors with and without cathedral ribs.
The print-through metric is taken as the RMS of the mirror surface z-displacement
vector under the simulated pressure load. This produces a scalar metric useful to compare
the relative amounts of print-through between competing mirror architectures. For example,
the print-through metric for the baseline mirror under a 225Pa pressure load is 31.4nm. The
magnitude of this applied pressure is explained in more detail in Section 5.4.1. A summary
of the 3-step process for calculating the print-through metric is as follows:
1. Constrain all rib nodes farthest from the facesheet in all translational DOF.
2. Apply a uniform load to the mirror surface in the reflecting (+z) direction.
3. Take the RMS of the resulting surface deformation as the print-through metric.
This section provided a summary of the origins of manufacturing-induced print-through
and the method used to simulate and quantify its effect on an appropriately constrained
mirror model. The following section defines the third source of high spatial frequency
residual: thermally-induced ripple.
4.3 Thermally-Induced Residual: Ripple
The third and final predominant source of high spatial frequency error in lightweight, rib-
stiffened mirrors is that due to thermal disturbances, and will be referred to as thermal
ripple. Deformations due to thermal disturbances are common sources of figure error in
space telescope mirrors. Any fluctuation in the thermal environment, due to either on-
board or spaceborne heat sources, causes the optical assembly to deform according to the
geometry and CTE (coefficient of thermal expansion) of each material. The primary mirror
is no exception, and is vulnerable to thermal disturbances which translate to figure error and
poor image resolution. The active control system is designed to mitigate such disturbances
and maintain the desired mirror prescription. However, it is unable to correct for any high
spatial frequency disturbances that appear. The following section describes the method of
quantifying the level of uncorrectable thermally-induced error.
To calculate a thermal ripple error metric, a 10 bulk temperature change is first applied
to the mirror. The high thermal conductivity of many mirror materials (157W/moC for SiC
for instance [2]) allows a thermal disturbance to rapidly spread across the mirror diameter,
nearly eliminating thermal gradients and resulting in a uniform, or bulk, temperature soak.
This bulk soak induces a predominantly focus deformation in the baseline mirror (see Section
3.1) and the resulting (zero mean) deformation, with an RMS of 410nm, is shown in Figure
4-8(a). For this temperature soak, the actuators are removed from the model to avoid issues
of CTE mismatch between the actuators and the surrounding silicon carbide and to solely
capture the effect of the mirror geometry.
The second step is to isolate the high-order thermal ripple in the deformed shape. This
is possible using Matlab's Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) commands as a high-pass spatial
filter of the mirror surface deformation to remove the low-order, predominantly focus shape.
Removing the low-order shapes is necessary because the actuators have the highest control
authority over these long spatial wavelength deformations which allows them to be corrected.
Also, the ability of the actuators to command a pure focus shape is represented in the
dimpling metric discussed in Section 4.1, and the thermal ripple metric is meant to quantify
only the high spatial frequency deformations.
The high-order shapes are isolated by filtering all shapes with spatial frequencies below
a particular threshold. In this case, "high spatial frequency" refers to all spatial frequencies
at or above that of the actuator spacing. The inter-actuator spacing in the baseline mirror
design (of actuators on the same rib) is 0.29m. The threshold frequency for the high-pass
spatial filter is therefore: Wth = 21rfth = 21r/0.29m = 21.7 rad/m. The resulting filtered
shape of the mirror surface within a 95% clear aperture is shown in Figure 4-8(b).
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Figure 4-8: Mirror deformation due to VlAT [C] bulk temperature soak, (a) profile view,
and (b) high pass filtered deformation
The final step to generate the thermal ripple error metric is to take the RMS of the
spatially filtered shape. For the baseline mirror under a loAT [C] thermal soak, the RMS
of this (zero mean) filtered shape is 7.3nm. In summary, the thermal ripple error metric is
calculated as follows:
1. Induce a 10 bulk temperature change in the mirror.
2. Spatially filter all shapes in the resulting deformation with frequencies that lie below
the spatial frequency of the actuator spacing.
3. Take the RMS of the filtered shape as the thermal ripple error metric.
In comparison to the dimpling surface RMS described in Section 4.1, however, the
7.3nm residual for a 10 AT [C] soak is small relative to the 91.0nm dimpling error of
the baseline mirror design. By linearity, a bulk temperature change of 12.50 is required
for the thermal ripple error to equal that of a 1mm ARoC induced-focus dimpling error.
However, as a greater bulk temperature disturbance is introduced, a greater dimpling error
is also introduced since the actuators must correct for the low-order aberration. As a
result, the thermal ripple error is disregarded in the design optimizations in Chapter 5. The
optimizations instead focus on mitigating dimpling and print-through.
4.4 Summary
This chapter discussed the three predominant high spatial frequency error sources for
lightweight, deformable mirrors: actuation-induced dimpling, manufacturing-induced print-
c
through, and thermally-induced ripple. The step-by-step methods for simulating these error
sources and for quantifying the amount of error due to each source was discussed. Table
4.1 summarizes the three error sources, the perturbations used to simulate each effect, and
the amount of surface RMS each produces on the baseline mirror design.
Table 4.1: Summary of high spatial frequency error metrics
Residual Perturbation Surface Error (RMS)
Actuation-Induced Dimpling 1mm ARoC 91.0nm
Manufacturing-Induced Print-through 225Pa surface pressure 31.4nm
Thermally-Induced Ripple 10 AT [C] soak 7.3nm
The resulting surface RMS values show how dimpling and print-through are the ma-
jor sources of high spatial frequency residual assuming that the chosen perturbations are
indicative of an actual manufacturing and operating environment. The objective function
discussion in Section 5.3 explains how these two error sources are treated in the mirror op-
timization routines and how the applied surface pressure for the print-through simulation is
used to calibrate the balance between dimpling and print-through in the objective function.
Chapter 5
Mirror Structural Design
Optimization and Results
This chapter details the motivation and methods for optimizing the structural design of a
deformable mirror. Candidate methods for rapidly exploring a trade space are presented.
Preliminary single axis trades are then used to narrow the focus of the overall optimization
and to help identify key design parameters. An example trade space (over facesheet mass
fraction and rib aspect ratio) and the developed structural design heuristics are presented.
This example is representative of the complete set of trade space results (for all combinations
of independent design variables) contained in Appendix A.
5.1 Motivation
The embedded actuator shape control systems employed today have been shown to be highly
effective at mitigating many quasi-static global shape errors [23]. However, the rib-stiffened
design and discrete nature of the control systems introduce the concept of uncontrollable,
high spatial frequency surface error. This residual is uncontrollable because its spatial
frequencies lie above that of the actuator spacing on the mirror backstructure. As a result,
the actuators have no significant control authority over these shapes [5].
Chapter 4 detailed the origins of the two major components of high spatial frequency
surface residual: actuation-induced dimpling and manufacturing-induced print-through. A
given mirror, due to its structural design and manufacturing process, can be plagued by any
combination of these error sources. Improving the correctability of these actively controlled
mirrors requires understanding these error sources and designing mirrors to mitigate the
uncorrectable error to the greatest extent.
Conventional design heuristics, however, cannot capture the complex coupling of the
design parameters of deformable mirrors in terms of the chosen performance metrics. As
discussed in Chapter 2, these design techniques often employ basic structural principles for
deflection models to create tradeoff charts for a given rib geometry. Additionally, since these
techniques employ purely structural principles, they do not consider actuation-induced error
which results from the coupling of the actuator and the surrounding structure.
The parametric modeling capability of the MOST modeling tool presents the opportu-
nity to more fully understand the structural behavior of the intricate designs necessary for
high performance mirrors. The high spatial frequency, uncorrectable error can be minimized
by optimizing the mirror design over selected structural parameters, thereby improving the
correction limit of the shape control system. The parametric capability of MOST is uti-
lized to provide insight into the optimal structural design relationships of a deformable
mirror that conventional design heuristics cannot capture. This is done by both capturing
the effects of all structural parameters (via a high fidelity FEM) and by quantifying the
actuation-induced error (via mirror shape control simulations).
5.2 Methods for Trade Space Exploration
The complete trade space in this study involves several structural design variables which
are detailed in Section 5.4.3. Full factorial contour plots (showing the value of the objective
function discussed in Section 5.3) are included in Appendix A to develop insight into the
behavior of the trade space. However, more efficient search methods facilitate supplemen-
tary optimizations and make for more rapid sensitivity analyses (discussed in Sections 5.4.1
and 5.4.2).
For demonstrative purposes, suppose a full factorial search of the five-dimensional trade
space is conducted using the step size discretizations summarized in Table 5.3. The total
number of mirror designs to consider is the product of the number of discretizations used for
each variable, or 7,344 unique designs, and each point design requires obtaining all influence
functions. For a mirror with 42 actuators, and assuming each influence function requires
45 seconds to compute, the full factorial search requires nearly 4,000 hours of computation.
Efficient trade space exploration techniques are clearly necessary for rapid trade space
searches and to study the effect of any additional variables without factorially increasing
the computational complexity. Exploring the trade space more efficiently also requires more
rapid point design evaluations. The following sections describe methods toward both ends.
5.2.1 Survey of exploration methods
A variety of trade space exploration techniques are available. A brief survey of candidate
methods follows for completeness ([22], [34]). In this list, s represents the number of steps
for each design variable, and n represents the number of design variables of interest. Also,
the objective function refers to that described in Equation 5.1 in Section 5.3 which quantifies
the total high spatial frequency mirror surface residual.
Full-factorial search This method evaluates designs at every unique combination of de-
sign variables. The search is exhaustive and accurate, but the high computational
expense makes this technique impractical for many applications. Complexity grows
exponentially with the number of design variables. Computational complexity: high,
O(s").
Uni-variate search This method varies one design variable across its allowable range
while holding all other variables constant. The process is repeated for each variable
in succession while all other variables are held to their baseline values. Each search
produces an optimum design along the one-dimensional cut. The combination of
these one-dimensional optima form the subsequent design vector, and this process is
repeated until convergence. This method provides a good feel for the trade space,
but is not guaranteed to produce a global optimum and does not capture coupling
relationships between variables. Computational complexity: moderate, O(sn).
Taguchi methods (orthogonal arrays) These methods explore a particular subset of
the possible full-factorial combinations for a more efficient but less exhaustive ap-
proach. Each design vector that is evaluated is orthogonal to every other design
vector, so these methods do not fully capture interactions of design variables and are
hence not always effective. Computational complexity: moderate, O(sn).
Latin hypercubes Each variable is assigned an identical number of discretization steps,
s, within each allowable range and the design vectors are chosen randomly such that
each value of each variable is used only once in all s vectors. This technique has poor
coverage of the trade space, limits the discretization of the design variables, is not
guaranteed to converge, but is very efficient. Computational complexity: low, O(s).
Simulated annealing This method mimics the cooling process of a material to a mini-
mized state of energy by avoiding converging to a sub-optimal solution too quickly.
Simulated annealing conducts a random walk through the trade space from an ini-
tial design vector, accepting more optimal neighboring designs more frequently as the
simulation "cools." The simulated cooling process avoids local minima by accepting
less optimal solutions with a controlled probability, but is not guaranteed to find the
global optimum. This method is most applicable for poorly behaved cost functions,
but it is guaranteed to converge for convex cost functions. The complexity depends
on the shape of the cost function and the proximity of the initial design vector to the
global optimum. Computational complexity: moderate, O(sn).
Gradient search Similar to simulated annealing, gradient descent conducts a "downhill"
walk through the trade space from an initial design vector by perturbing the vector
sequentially for all variables and updating only in the direction of steepest descent.
Each iteration decreases the cost function until an optimal solution is found. This
technique is guaranteed to converge for convex cost functions, although it can be highly
susceptible to local minima with non-convex cost functions. Complexity depends on
the shape of the cost function and the proximity of the initial design vector to the
global optimum. Computational complexity: moderate, O(sn).
Gradient descent provides a balance between computational complexity and accuracy.
As a result, a gradient search technique is used throughout this thesis for all supplemen-
tary trade space optimizations. For a given trajectory through a trade space, the number
of perturbations (i.e. model simulations and function evaluations) required for gradient
descent is proportional to the number of variable design parameters and to the number
of discretizations, making the approach O(sn) in complexity. Although the complexity of
gradient descent is higher than that of some methods, the guarantee of convergence that it
offers (for convex cost functions) makes the technique valuable.
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Figure 5-1: Reflective and rotational symmetries exploited through influence function map-
ping
Unlike some competing techniques, the gradient descent algorithm is very flexible to
changes in step size discretization for progressively refining a trade space search. Using
smaller step sizes in succession allows the approach to converge to the global optimum with
increasingly higher fidelity. There are also no specifications on the number of discretiza-
tions for each variable: each dimension may be discretized with as many steps as needed.
In addition to using an efficient and reliable exploration technique, the following section
describes how it is also possible to accelerate each mirror simulation process.
5.2.2 Influence function mapping
The mirrors used in this thesis are constrained by three points which align with three of the
radial spokes in the rib backstructure pattern. As such, there exists a 1200 rotational sym-
metry in the location and orientation of the actuators. This can be exploited for each mirror
model by copying and rotating the appropriate influence functions rather than recalculating
each from scratch.
There also exists a 1200 reflective symmetry with respect to the locations of the point
constraints, so appropriate influence functions can also be copied and reflected to save
computation time. The symmetries and the influence function mapping procedure are
pictured in Figure 5-1 for clarity.
The combination of these symmetries in the mirror geometry allows considerable compu-
tational savings during the optimization process. Although all influence functions must be
known to evaluate each mirror structural point design, roughly only one sixth are calculated
for each architecture.
5.3 Mirror Design Objective Function
The objective function used for the following mirror design optimizations weighs the abil-
ity of each mirror to mitigate high spatial frequency surface error. The objective function
considers the effects of both surface dimpling and print-through, and treats these as inde-
pendent variables via a root-sum-square (RSS) [7] since they are believed to have weakly
correlated effects on the mirror (in terms of the shapes of the error patterns). The mirror
structural design is optimized for one that produces the least RSS high spatial frequency
residual by using the following objective function:
Objective Function = I(RMS2 ip g+ RMS2 g) (5.1)\ dimpling print-through)
However, the amplitudes of the dimpling and print-through contributions to the objec-
tive function are ambiguous since the magnitudes of the simulation inputs (1mm ARoC and
a uniform applied pressure, respectively) are arbitrary. The relative amounts of dimpling
and print-through are dependent on the demands of the mirror manufacturer because the
ARoC requirements and the polishing processes vary. For instance, one user may require
substantial ARoC performance (or may employ a surface finishing technique such as ion-
figuring [17]) making print-through negligible in comparison to dimpling, whereas another
user may employ an extremely harsh polishing process that makes the dimpling residual
negligible to that of print-through.
Due to this ambiguity, the relative amount of dimpling and print-through is treated
as a variable parameter through a prescribed dimpling-to-print-through ratio. This ratio
calibrates the objective function and specifies the approximate balance between its two
components. The ratio is used to determine the optimal cathedral mass fraction, which is
a design variable with a strong influence on both dimpling and print-through effects. The
method for selecting appropriate cathedral mass fractions as a function of the dimpling-to-
print-through ratio is discussed in more detail in Section 5.4.1.
5.4 Results
This section presents the optimization results for a variety of cases. First, several single-
axis trades are presented. These serve as sensitivity analyses to identify the most sensitive
design variables, and the results help narrow the list of variables in the overall trade space.
Next, the results for a number of supplementary trades are presented. These trades are
conducted over mirror design parameters that are otherwise held fixed. The results of these
trades are meant to convey the effects of variability in each parameter should it become
available via manufacturing technology. Lastly, the results of an example trade space search
are presented. This example is representative of the complete set of results contained in
Appendix A, and the associated discussion details how the results of the trade space are
interpreted.
5.4.1 Single axis trades
The coupling relationships between many of the mirror design variables are complex, and
concisely representing all relationships is a difficult task. The first step in exploring the
mirror trade space across these variables, however, is to explore along individual design
axes in sequence to shed light on the sensitivity of the optimization results to each variable.
These single axis trades also serve to narrow the focus of the overall multi-variable trade
space to the most interesting variable regimes, and to avoid those with little parameter
cross-coupling. They serve as sensitivity analyses to ascertain which design variables are
the most influential on the optimization results.
Areal density
The first single axis trade is that of areal density, a design parameter that is typically spec-
ified by the performance requirements of a given project. This trade is conducted for areal
densities from 5kg/m 2 to 15kg/m 2 and the resulting optimality trends for optimal facesheet
mass fractions, optimal cathedral mass fractions, and resulting total surface residuals (i.e.
values of the objective function) are shown in Figure 5-2. In other words, for each value of
areal density, the values of facesheet and cathedral mass fractions are found that minimize
the total high spatial frequency residual. All other design parameters are held at their
baseline values (defined in Section 3.1). Each result corresponds to a solution for a 225Pa
applied surface pressure for the print-through simulation (discussed in more detail later in
this section). This limitation fixes the relative amounts of dimpling and print-through.
Figure 5-2(a) shows that the optimal design has a high sensitivity to changes in areal
density. The optimal mass fractions for 5kg/m 2 , for instance, are significantly different
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Figure 5-2: Sensitivity of optimization results to changes in areal density for (a) optimal
mass fractions and (b) total surface residual
from the optimal mass fractions for 15kg/m 2. The effect of lightweighting can be seen in
Figure 5-2(b) since the heavist mirrors mitigate roughly 20% more high spatial frequency
residual in comparison to the lightest mirrors. Because of this high sensitivity, areal density
is treated as an independent variable in the optimization trade space.
F-number
A second single axis trade is conducted to measure the sensitivity of the optimal mirror
design to changes in f-number. This trade is conducted for f-numbers of 1, 5, and 10 and
the results for the optimal mass fractions and optimal total surface residual are shown
in Figure 5-3. All other design parameters are held at their baseline values during these
optimizations. As in the areal density trade in the previous section, the applied surface
pressure for the print-through simulation (discussed in Section 5.4.1) is 225Pa.
Figure 5-3(a) shows that the optimal facesheet and cathedral mass fractions have only a
marginal sensitivity to large changes in f-number. The optimal facesheet mass fraction for
f/1, for instance, is 81% whereas the optimal mass fraction for f/10 is 88%. Furthermore,
the curve in Figure 5-3(a) indicates that the change in optimal facesheet mass fraction over
the range f/1 - f/3, a common range for primary mirror f-numbers, is roughly only 3%.
The low sensitivity to changes in f-number is also observed in the cathedral mass fraction,
which varies less than 0.5% over the f/1 - f/10 range.
Although Figure 5-3(b) shows a large change in optimal total surface residual for changes
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Figure 5-3: Sensitivity of optimization results to changes in f-number for (a) optimal mass
fractions and (b) total surface residual
in f-number, this change is attributable to the standard 1mm ARoC maneuver used to
induce dimpling (see Section 4.1), and not necessarily directly attributable to the change in
f-number. The amount of curvature change necessary to produce 1mm ARoC is significantly
lower on higher f-number mirrors (per Equation 4.6 for higher RoC), so the amount of
dimpling measured is also significantly lower. Using a standard ARoC command to induce
dimpling makes it difficult to compare total dimpling residual across changes in f-number.
Although low f-number mirrors (- f/l) are known to pose many manufacturing (i.e.
polishing of a highly curved surface) and optical performance difficulties, the optimal mirror
design results are shown to exhibit little variability across a large range of primary mirror
f-number. As a result, the optimal mirror design relationships for f/1 are assumed to be
applicable for mirror designs at higher f-numbers. The f-number is thus fixed at f/1 for
the majority of the mirror optimization routines. Appendix A contains optimization results
for selected f-numbers other than f/1 to better show the low sensitivity in the results to
changes in f-number.
Dimpling-to-print-through ratio
The cathedral mass fraction has a strong influence on both components of the optimization
objective function (dimpling and print-through residuals). Figure 5-4 shows the sensitivity
of the optimal dimpling and corresponding print-through residual to changes in cathedral
mass fraction for the baseline mirror design. The optimal dimpling residuals in Figure
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Figure 5-4: Sensitivity in optimization results to changes in cathedral mass fraction for (a)
minimized dimpling, and (b) corresponding print-through residual
5-4(a) are determined by optimizing over facesheet mass fraction and primary rib aspect
ratio for each level of cathedral mass fraction. The corresponding print-through residuals
for each of these dimpling-minimized designs are shown in Figure 5-4(b).
Note how both the optimal amount of dimpling and corresponding level of print-through
are highly sensitive to the cathedral rib mass allocation. The shapes of the curves indicate
that the two components of the objective function are inversely related through the cathedral
mass fraction. The dimpling residual is consistently improved by decreasing cathedral mass,
whereas the print-through residual is consistently improved by increasing cathedral mass.
These opposing trends indicate that a careful approach is required to consider dim-
pling and print-through in the same objective function. The optimization routines must
balance the effects of dimpling and print-through since both residuals are known to exist
in lightweight mirrors. The dimpling-to-print-through ratio is used as an independent vari-
able to tie the two residual components together. For a given areal density, the surface
pressure used in the print-through simulation (as described in Section 4.2) is scaled such
that the dimpling and print-through residuals have relative amplitudes that correspond to
a particular dimpling-to-print-through ratio (calibrated using the baseline mirror design).
For instance, a surface pressure of approximately 225Pa produces roughly 30nm of print-
through residual and 1mm ARoC produces roughly 90nm of surface dimpling on the baseline
mirror, resulting in a 3:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio. The mirror design can then be
optimized over facesheet and cathedral mass fractions using this 225Pa applied surface
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Table 5.1: Applied pressures (Pa) used to simulate print-through for various dimpling-to-
print-through ratios and areal densities
Areal density (kg/m 2) 5 10 15
0.1 339.2 2480.4 6798.6
Dimpling to 1 33.9 248.0 679.9
print-through 3 11.3 82.7 226.6
ratio 10 3.4 24.8 68.0
100 0.3 2.5 6.8
pressure to simulate print-through. Table 5.1 summarizes the applied pressures used to
simulate print-through for various dimpling-to-print-through ratios and areal densities. Al-
ternatively, polishing pressure could be held constant and ARoC varied to achieve the same
dimpling-to-print-through ratio. The optimization results would be the same due to model
linearity. Using a standard 1mm ARoC, however, provides a means to compare to industry,
whereas the polishing pressure used in the print-through simulation is only an arbitrary
simulation quantity.
Figure 5-5 shows both the optimal facesheet and cathedral mass fractions for various
dimpling-to-print-through ratios for the baseline mirror. The trend in optimal cathedral
mass allocation is intuitive. Ratios near zero (on the horizontal axis) indicate negligible
dimpling in comparison to a large amount of print-through, or print-through dominated
situations. The optimized rib structure is as spatially homogeneous as possible (to minimize
deflection due to uniform surface pressure) with roughly equal mass allocations for cathedral
and primary ribs (i.e. 10% cathedral, 11% primary ribs). Dimpling-to-print-through ratios
between 1 and 4 correspond to a transition region where a cathedral mass fraction between
2% and 6% mitigates a balance of print-through and dimpling.
Lastly, the effect of print-through becomes negligible compared to that of dimpling for
ratios at or above five, and the optimal design features no cathedral ribs. In this case,
the optimal cathedral mass allocation reaches 0% for the highest dimpling-to-print-through
ratios, or the dimpling dominated situations. Table 5.2 summarizes the complete set of
optimal cathedral mass fractions for all combinations of areal density and dimpling-to-
print-through ratio. It is, in other words, the test matrix for the complete set of trade space
results in Appendix A, showing the cathedral mass fraction for all 15 cases (for f/1) that
are presented.
This process allows the user to select the most applicable optimization results using
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Figure 5-5: Optimal mass fractions for various dimpling-to-print-through ratios
Table 5.2: Optimal cathedral mass fractions (%)
dimpling-to-print-through ratio (test matrix)
for combinations of areal density, and
Areal density (kg/m 2) 5 10 15
0.1 9 11 10
Dimpling to 1 6 6 6
print-through 3 3 3 3
ratio 10 0 0 0
100 0 0 0
either an approximate dimpling-to-print-through ratio or the desired cathedral mass frac-
tion. This range is included due to the wide range of polishing processes (which affect
print-through) and ARoC requirements (which affect dimpling). Section 5.4.3 presents the
trade space for the baseline mirror (15 kg/m 2 areal density, 3:1 dimpling-to-print-through
ratio) for varying facesheet mass fraction and rib aspect ratio. The results for all other
combinations of independent variables are contained in Appendix A.
5.4.2 Supplementary trades
Several supplementary optimizations concerning the design of the rib-stiffened mirror struc-
ture and associated control system are also possible. These optimizations show the effect
of changes in the design of the baseline mirror and control system specified throughout this
thesis. In some cases, the variability of these additional design parameters is limited by
manufacturing or material technology. The results presented are thus meant to reflect the
benefit of increased flexibility in certain design parameters should such flexibility become
available. The variables studied in this section are treated as fixed elsewhere.
Actuator length
The first supplementary optimization is that of actuator length. Short actuators (relative to
the mirror diameter and rib cell size) produce nearly pure moments in the mirror structure
and command very localized changes in mirror surface curvature. This argument suggests
by contrast that longer actuators have the authority to command smoother, more global
shapes. The following analysis dictates the degree to which this is true.
Beam theory is first used to provide insight derived from physics fundamentals. A
simply supported beam with stiffness properties EI and length L represents one primary
rib section of the mirror backstructure and is shown in Figure 5-6 with the corresponding
free body diagram. A surface-parallel embedded actuator centered on the edge of the rib
is represented by two applied moments in the free body diagram which are aligned with
the endpoints of the actuators. Each moment is applied a distance a from the nearest end
of the beam. The two moments form a couple, each with magnitude M and of opposite
direction.
The moment-curvature relation for simple beams yields the following deflection pattern
for the vertical deflection u(x) of the simply supported beam.
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Figure 5-6: Simple beam analogy for surface-parallel actuator; (a) beam and actuator model,
and (b) free body diagram
Normalized Beam Deflection Analogy(actuator length = U3)
Normalized Beam Deflection Analogy(actuator length = 2U3)
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Figure 5-7: Beam deflection analogy for different actuator lengths, (a) short actuator (L/3),
and (b) long actuator (2L/3)
EI u(x) =
C1 X,
M X +C2X +4,
C3X + C5 ,
O<x<a
a<x<L-a
L-a<x<L
where x is measured from the leftmost end of the beam. The constants of integration are
as follows:
cl= M(a - L ) c3 M (L -a) c5 = -M (- - aL)
c2 -ML M2c2 C4 2
(5.3)
These results are used to model a rib section deflecting via the influence of actuators
of lengths L/3 and 2L/3. Parameters are normalized in this analogy for simplicity: M =
EI = 1, and the resulting beam deflections are shown in Figure 5-7 for both cases. A best
fit parabola (i.e. focus) is shown for reference.
(5.2)
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Figure 5-8: Effect of actuator length; (a) dimpling surface RMS as a function of actuator
length ratio, and (b) induced focus shape with long actuators
This simple beam analogy shows how longer actuators are better able to deflect a cor-
responding rib section into a smooth focus shape, whereas shorter actuators produce a
sharper deflection pattern. This analogy neglects the intricacies of complex rib structures
and simplifies the effects of the actuators to be pure applied moments, but the conceptual
results are applicable to discretely actuated mirrors. The data is also consistent with surface
dimpling results obtained from a full mirror model. Figure 5-8(a) shows the results for the
amount of dimpling produced for varying actuator length when the actuators command a
1mm ARoC. For generality, the actuator lengths are given as a ratio to the length of each
rib cell. For reference, the smooth 1mm ARoC shape using very long actuators (92% of rib
cell length) is shown in Figure 5-8(b). These results show that very long embedded actu-
ators can command a pure focus shape roughly 33% better than very short actuators can.
The improved focus performance of longer actuators must be balanced against the decrease
in their ability to command short spatial wavelength shapes, which requires further study.
Primary rib taper ratio
The free edges of a mirror do not experience stress due to bending, and therefore do not
increase the mirror stiffness. This suggests that a tapered primary rib mass distribution,
which concentrates rib mass away from the free edges, may be beneficial for the structural
properties of the mirror, such as its rigidity.
This notion motivates a supplementary trade for rib taper ratio against mirror rigidity.
The primary rib taper ratio is defined as the ratio of the height of the ribs at the mirror
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Figure 5-9: Sample MOST mirror realization showing tapered primary ribs
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Figure 5-10: Effect of primary rib taper ratio on fundamental mirror bending frequency
center to the rib height at each of the six vertices. The MOST model tapers the primary
ribs parabolically along the mirror radius holding the areal density and average rib aspect
ratio constant. A sample MOST realization showing the parabolic primary rib taper is
shown in Figure 5-9.
A trade is conducted for the rigidity of the baseline mirror segment across varying
primary rib taper ratios, and the results for the fundamental bending frequency of the
mirror are shown in Figure 5-10. Total mirror mass and mass fractions are held constant
across all taper ratios. The mirror used for this study has the baseline design parameters,
but with a 70% facesheet mass fraction and 2mm rib thickness. These changes limit the
height of the primary ribs to ensure that the first bending mode is that of the entire mirror,
and not a "flapping" mode of the tall ribs.
These results show that increases in primary rib taper ratio steadily increase the stiffness
of the structure. This suggests that rib taper can be used to provide additional stiffness
without changing the total mass of the system. The effects of rib taper on other performance
requirements, however, must also be considered.
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Figure 5-11: Sample MOST realization showing tapered cathedral ribs
Cathedral rib taper ratio
The MOST mirror model has the capability to parametrically generate tapered cathedral
ribs in addition to tapered primary ribs. The cathedral ribs are also tapered to a parabolic
shape (within each rib cell) since their primary purpose is to prevent deflection due to a
distributed load on the mirror surface during the polishing process.
The cathedral rib taper ratio determines the ratio of the cathedral rib height at the
outside of the rib cell to the rib height at the cell midpoint. The parabolic taper is added
for a constant cathedral mass fraction and constant average cathedral rib aspect ratio. A
realization of the parabolic taper is shown in Figure 5-11.
A trade is conducted to study the effect of cathedral rib taper ratio on the RMS mirror
deflection due to a uniform mirror surface pressure load. The applied load simulates the
pressure applied by a polishing element during manufacturing. The resulting deflection sim-
ulates the variable wear rates and print-through error pattern produced by typical polishing
processes. The simulation technique is more fully explained in Section 4.2.
The mirror is constrained by all primary rib nodes on the edges farthest from the
facesheet, so the cathedral ribs mitigate the deflection only within each primary rib cell.
The optimal taper ratio of the cathedral ribs is that which results in the lowest RMS
deflection pattern. The results for RMS surface deflection across a range of cathedral rib
taper ratios are shown in Figure 5-12, where the deflection results are normalized to the 1:1
taper ratio.
A taper ratio of 2.5 offers a 5.3% improvement in RMS surface deflection over untapered
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Figure 5-12: Cathedral rib taper ratio trade results (note vertical scale)
ribs, and this taper ratio is optimal over the range studied. Although this improvement is
relatively small, the results indicate that print-through can be more effectively mitigated
with tapered cathedral ribs. The effect of tapered cathedral ribs on other performance
metrics, however, must also be considered.
5.4.3 Optimal design relationships
This section details the methods for developing a series of optimal design heuristics in terms
of the objective function defined in Equation 5.1 in Section 5.3. A sample full factorial trade
space for facesheet mass fraction and primary rib aspect ratio is presented as a representative
example of the results included in Appendix A. This section defines the variable mirror
parameters and details how optimal design heuristics are gathered from the trade space
results.
Variable parameters
Four independent variables were isolated as the most influential in the mirror optimization
process in Section 5.4.1. These variables, the ranges over which they are studied, and
the discretization step sizes are summarized in Table 5.3. The dimpling-to-print-through
ratio and cathedral mass fraction, although listed as two separate variables, are varied
simultaneously according to the schedule in Table 5.2 and effectively function as a single
independent variable. The remaining structural parameters are fixed to their baseline values.
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Table 5.3: Summary of independent variables for mirror design optimization
Variable Range Discretization
Facesheet mass fraction 40% - 90% 5%
Primary rib aspect ratio 10 - 120 10
Areal density 5kg/ m 2 - 15kg/m 2  5kg/m 2
Dimpling-to-print-through ratio 0.1 - 100 varies
Cathedral mass fraction 0% - 11% ,,3%
Table 5.4: Summary of fixed parameters for mirror design optimization
Parameter Fixed Value
Diameter Im
Shape hexagonal
F-number 1
Rib cell geometry triangular
Curvature parabolic (on axis)
Radius of curvature 6m
No. of actuators 42
Rib taper ratios 1
Cathedral rib thickness 2mm
Table 5.4 summarizes key fixed parameters.
Example trade space results
This section provides a representative example of how the optimal design relationships are
developed. Similar results for each combination of the independent variables are included
in Appendix A.
For a particular areal density and dimpling-to-print-through ratio, a full factorial search
is first conducted over facesheet mass fraction and primary rib aspect ratio at their specified
discretization step sizes. A contour plot with solid contours spaced at 5nm increments is
used to show the value of the high spatial frequency residual objective function for all points
within the trade space. Also shown with dashed contours are values of the fundamental
frequency of the mirror. The example trade space in Figure 5-13 shows the combined
contour plot for an areal density of 15kg/m 2 and a dimpling-to-print-through ratio of 3:1
(3% cathedral mass fraction).
The solid contours in Figure 5-13 represent the value of the high spatial frequency resid-
ual. The behavior of these solid contours shows that the minimum objective function values
tend toward very high aspect ratios and facesheet mass fractions. This result is intuitive for
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Figure 5-13: Sample full factorial tradespace contour plot, 15kg/m 2 areal density, 3:1dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 3% cathedral mass fraction. Contours correspond to con-
stant high spatial frequency residual.
dimpling, where stiffer structures produce more global, smooth influence functions and, as
a result, less dimpling. The result is problematic in practice, however, because the primary
rib aspect ratio is limited by the minimum possible rib thickness. A practical minimum that
considers modern machining processes is 1mm [5]; however, other manufacturing methods
may produce ribs of other thicknesses. It is therefore convenient to summarize the results
as a function of minimum machinable rib thickness (via casting, molding, etc.) since this
value may differ greatly by manufacturer. The straight lines in Figure 5-13 indicate the
limits imposed by these rib thicknesses. Each limit constrains the feasible trade space to
the lower left. In other words, the infeasible region for a given rib thickness limit is above
(higher facesheet mass fraction) and to the right (higher rib aspect ratio).
The solid thick line in Figure 5-13 marks the loci of optimal designs for facesheet mass
fraction and primary rib aspect ratio for varying minimum machinable rib thickness. Curve
fitting these data against the corresponding rib thickness values produces the desired optimal
design relationships (i.e. the developed heuristics). Equations 5.4(a)-(c) summarize these
relationships for the optimal facesheet mass fraction (FS, %), optimal primary rib aspect
ratio (AR), and optimal surface residual (RSS, nm) for varying minimum machinable rib
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thickness (trib, mm). The valid range on rib thickness, obtained by the limits of the trade
space, is 0.6mm < trib < 3.2mm. These curve fits are provided to concisely summarize
the optimality relationships for convenience, but are supplemented with the full factorial
contour plots for completeness.
FS = 90.4 exp(-0.11 trib) (5.4a)
AR = 53.1 t- "3  (5.4b)
RSS = -2.3 trib + 19.8 trib + 113.6 (5.4c)
It is clear from the shape of the solid contours in Figure 5-13 and from the RSS result
in Equation 5.4(c) that a mirror with progressively thinner ribs monotonically produces
less high spatial frequency residual. This result indicates that mirrors can be made more
accurately controllable (in terms of high spatial frequency residual) with the advancement
of manufacturing technology that allows for the construction of thinner ribs.
The sensitivity of the values of the objective function to changes in trib is also worthy of
note. The trade space in this example indicates that thinner ribs monotonically lead to more
accurate mirrors; however, the absolute effect of rib thickness on the high spatial frequency
residual must be considered. Note that considerably thick ribs (trib = 2.0mm, thick relative
to the 1mm practical minimum) produce roughly 140nm of high spatial frequency residual,
whereas much thinner ribs (trib = 0.6mm) decrease the RSS residual to only roughly 125nm,
an 11% improvement. A large investment in manufacturing technology to allow for thinner
ribs may not be justified for this marginal improvement in mirror performance. The behavior
of the trade space for other mirrors differs, so the sensitivity in the results to changes in trib
must be considered for each case.
Also shown in Figure 5-13 are values of the fundamental mirror bending frequency with
dashed contours spaced at 100Hz increments. These contours are included in this example
and in the complete results in Appendix A. The trend in mirror stiffness behavior, seen in
the pattern of the dashed contours, is similar in each trade space. The mirror designs with
the highest stiffness generally have a facesheet mass fraction of roughly 40% and a primary
rib aspect ratio of roughly 40. The shapes of the dashed contours in Figure 5-13 indicate
that the mirror stiffness generally decreases to its lowest values near the highest facesheet
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mass fractions (85-90%) and the highest rib aspect ratios (110-120).
Note that the mirror stiffness along a large portion of the optimality curve (thick solid
line for 0.75 < trib < 4.3mm) is roughly constant at approximately 200Hz. Optimal mirror
designs for trib < 0.75mm have fundamental frequencies between 100Hz and 200Hz. Should
the optimal mirror design not meet the stiffness requirement for a particular mission, the
dashed contours must be used to select a sufficiently stiff architecture. Deviations from
the thick solid line (for a given rib thickness) correspond to sub-optimal designs in terms of
high spatial frequency residual. The stiffness contours allow the user to select a constrained-
optimal solution that satisfies both rib thickness and stiffness requirements while minimizing
high spatial frequency residual.
Further results
Appendix A contains additional trade space results for the combinations of areal density
and dimpling-to-print-through ratio listed in Table 5.2. This section discusses key points
regarding the information contained in these trade space results.
Each trade space features solid contours representing increments in the objective func-
tion for high spatial frequency residual. The amount of residual in nanometers is reflected in
the colorbar in each case. For clarity, however, selected contours are also labeled separately.
The contours represent increments of 5nm in all cases except the 1:10 dimpling-to-print-
through ratio cases where the contours are spaced at 50nm increments.
Each trade space also features straight lines showing locations of constant rib thickness,
as in the example in Figure 5-13. The rib thickness values chosen include those that are
critical in the trade space relative to the thick solid optimality curve, such as the minimum
and maximum rib thicknesses for optimal designs within the bounds of the trade space.
Note that some results in Appendix A have piece-wise optimality curves where the set of
optimal designs relative to rib thickness is discontinuous. The curve fits for the optimality
relationships for these cases are also reported as piece-wise in the associated tables (Tables
A.1 - A.5).
The trade space results also all have dashed contours showing values of constant fun-
damental bending frequency. These contours are spaced at increments of either 50Hz or
100Hz for the best readability, and are labeled appropriately.
The cathedral ribs are limited to have heights no greater than the adjoining primary
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ribs. For this reason, certain mirror designs within the trade space are geometrically in-
feasible and are disregarded altogether. Instances of such designs can be seen in the trade
space results where the objective function is undefined and the contour plot ends abruptly.
These infeasible regions are more pronounced in mirror designs with higher cathedral mass
fractions as the infeasible region to the upper left extends further into the trade space. The
upper left region corresponds to high facesheet mass fraction for a given cathedral mass
fraction (i.e. low primary rib mass fraction) and low primary rib aspect ratio. These com-
bined effects can lead to cathedral ribs having heights greater than that of the primary ribs,
and hence lead to an infeasible region in the trade space. The boundary to this infeasible
is denoted by a thick hashed line when it exists.
Selected trade space results for f/5 are also included in Appendix A to dictate the low
sensitivity in the optimality results to changes in f-number. As discussed in Section 5.4.1,
higher f-number mirrors are expected to exhibit similar results for optimal designs and
are typified by a slightly higher optimal facesheet mass fraction for a given rib thickness.
This notion can be seen when comparing the trade space results in Figures A-9 and A-16
for mirrors with an areal density of 15kg/m 2, 3:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, and f-
numbers of one and five, respectively. The optimality curves in these two figures behave
similarly, with the curve for f/5 shifted slightly upwards to higher facesheet mass fractions
by 5% to 8% in the 0.5-1mm region, as expected. There is also no noiticeable difference in
the stiffness contours when comparing the dashed contour lines in Figures A-9 and A-16.
Also, the magnitudes of the objective function are significantly smaller in higher f-
number mirrors. This is because the relative curvature change to simulate 1mm ARoC
(the standard command to induce dimpling) is smaller for higher f-number mirrors (per
Equation 4.6 for high RoC). The key takeaways for the surface residual relationships are
therefore the relative, or proportional, differences for changes in rib thickness, rather than
the absolute differences. The residual levels may be scaled in magnitude linearly for greater
ARoC requirements due to the linearity in the MOST model. Selected contours are also
labeled separately in the f/5 results for clarity. These contours are spaced at increments of
0.2nm.
Lastly, note that the optimality relationships listed in Tables A.1 - A.5 do not convey
cost sensitivity, or the sensitivity in the value of the objective function, or cost, to deviations
away from the optimal curves. The curves, both in graphical and equation form, represent
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the exact solutions for the minimum high spatial frequency residual, and they do not express
information regarding the gradient of the objective function in the region surrounding the
optimal curve. High cost gradients in proximity of the optimality curves produce high cost
sensitivity.
Mathematically, for an n-dimensional cost function F and state vector 2, the gradient
of the cost function is defined as [19]:
oF
cost gradient = (5.5)
By definition, the cost gradient is equal to zero (or zero matrix) at a local extreme point,
2*. However, small deviations from the extreme point in the state space, AL, will increase
cost (if the extreme point is a strong minimum) by an amount:
OFAF • ni A 2 (5.6)
A high cost sensitivity at a particular state, 2, indicates that AF is high for relatively
small A2•. The level of cost sensitivity is not reflected in the optimality curves in Tables A.1
- A.5. In other words, the equations do not convey the degree to which the RSS residual
(i.e. F) changes when the facesheet mass fraction and aspect ratio (i.e. 2) are sub-optimal.
As a result, the contour plots are included to supplement the equations and to provide a
visual indication of the cost sensitivity at all points in the trade space.
5.5 Summary
This chapter discussed details of the structural design optimization process and its results
for a lightweight, hexagonal, rib-stiffened mirror segment. The optimization methods in
this chapter, which use the parametric finite-element modeling of MOST, are conducted to
improve upon the lightweight mirror design heuristics that are currently applied in industry.
These heuristics are typically developed using simplified structural models, and hence do
not capture the coupling relationships of the various structural parameters. The optimal
design relationships in this chapter create improved guidelines and insight for the mirror
structural design process.
This chapter first discussed a number of options for trade space exploration. The gradi-
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ent descent approach was selected from a number of candidate search algorithms to rapidly
explore the mirror structural design trade space, and is discussed in Section 5.2. Although
full-factorial searches are also used in this chapter and in Appendix A, a gradient descent
algorithm is used for many optimization routines to efficiently search for design optima.
Gradient descent was chosen over other candidate algorithms (e.g. simulated annealing,
orthogonal arrays) because of the balance it provides between accuracy (in finding global
optima) and computational efficiency. It is guaranteed to find a global optima for convex
cost functions, and the cost functions for the trade spaces studied herein are well-behaved
and convex in most cases. When conducted on a uniformly discretized grid over the trade
space variables, the algorithm requires a number of iterations proportional to both the num-
ber of variables, n, and the number of discretizations of each variable, s. The computational
complexity is thus moderate at O(sn).
The objective function, detailed in Section 5.3, quantifies the total amount of un-
correctable, high spatial frequency residual in the deformable mirror surface. Chapter
4 explained how this uncorrectable residual has two high spatial frequency components:
actuation-induced dimpling and manufacturing-induced print-through. The objective func-
tion in Equation 5.1 quantifies the effects of these two components and treats them as
independent variables via a root-sum-square. Since the magnitudes of the simulations used
to model the dimpling and print-through effects are arbitrary, a dimpling-to-print-through
ratio is used to calibrate the objective function and capture the relative magnitudes of these
two effects.
Lastly, Section 5.4 presented the results of the optimization routines. A number of
single axis trades first identified that the optimization results have a high sensitivity to
the areal density and to the dimpling-to-print-through ratio, whereas the results have a low
sensitivity to changes in f-number. These sensitivity analyses help refine the trade space and
allow the optimization routines to focus on the most interesting and sensitive mirror design
variables. A full factorial trade space search is then conducted over areal density, dimpling-
to-print-through ratio, facesheet mass fraction, and primary rib aspect ratio. The optimal
cathedral mass fraction is shown to be highly coupled to the dimpling-to-print-through
ratio (greater print-through demands more cathedral mass, greater dimpling demands less
cathedral mass), so the cathedral mass fraction is varied simultaneously with the dimpling-
to-print-through ratio according to the schedule in Table 5.2.
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The results for an example full factorial trade space search are included as a represen-
tative of the complete set of results in Appendix A. For each combination of areal density
and dimpling-to-print-through ratio, and for selected f/5 cases, these results include two
superimposed contour plots showing the values of both the objective function and the fun-
damental bending frequency for variations in facesheet mass fraction and primary rib aspect
ratio. The optimality relationships for the mirror designs in the trade space that produce
the least high spatial frequency error are reported in terms of the minimum machinable
rib thickness to allow the results to meet manufacturing requirements. These developed
design heuristics are presented in equation form for convenience to supplement the visual
information in the contour plots.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the key conclusions of this work. A brief summary of the motiva-
tion, process, and results discussed throughout this thesis is included and is followed by a
concise presentation of the individual contributions of this work. Lastly, this chapter details
recommendations for future work related to lightweight mirror design optimization.
6.1 Thesis Summary
This thesis first presented the motivation and approach for optimizing the structural design
of a lightweight, deformable mirror segment in Chapter 1. An introduction to the space
telescope modeling capabilities of MOST was also included. Chapter 2 presented a brief
review of works related to mirror shape control and design optimization. These reviews
provided the context in which this work was conducted.
The goal of the thesis is to develop more accurate mirror structural design heuristics
that improve on the simplified design techniques used in industry. This section provides a
brief summary of the approach used in this thesis to develop these heuristics.
Mirror design and shape control
Chapter 3 presented details of the design and control of a deformable mirror segment model.
The mirror studied is a lightweight and rib-stiffened hexagonal segment. Similar to designs
popular in industry, the mirror features a thin facesheet and a backstructure composed of
both primary and cathedral ribs for support. The MOST model generates a Nastran finite
element model using a number of user-specified structural parameters. These parameters
determine the geometry and material properties of the mirror segment, and include param-
eters such as the areal density, f-number, diameter, and structural mass fractions. A series
of baseline parameters define a mirror that is used as a baseline design throughout this
thesis for reference.
This thesis takes a conventional approach to mirror shape control, or the process of
using embedded actuators to change the shape of the mirror surface to mitigate the ef-
fects of disturbances. If uncorrected, these shape disturbances adversely affect the system's
imaging capability. The embedded actuators are modeled as rod elements on the outside
edge of each rib section, and they push and pull on the primary ribs, parallel to the mirror
surface, to create surface displacement patterns (i.e. influence functions). The shape con-
trol approach employs nodal influence functions and three fictitious actuators to smoothly
and accurately control for a given mirror shape disturbance. The nodal influence function
approach controls the z-displacements of mirror surface nodes and was shown to be more
effective than alternative control methods, such as Zernike control which controls the modes
in the disturbance by means of a Zernike transformation.
High spatial frequency mirror surface residual
Chapter 4 discussed the three predominant sources of high spatial frequency residual for
lightweight, deformable mirrors: actuation-induced dimpling, manufacturing-induced print-
through, and thermally-induced ripple. Dimpling is a high spatial frequency pattern of
repeated circular dimples that appears when a mirror makes a low-order shape command.
It is simulated by commanding a 1mm increase in radius of curvature in the mirror segment
model. The resulting shape is subtracted from the desired paraboloidal shape, and the
RMS of the difference is the dimpling residual. The dimpling residual on the baseline
mirror segment, for instance, is roughly 90nm.
Print-through is simulated by applying a uniform pressure to the mirror surface and
measuring the RMS of the static deformation. This pressure and resulting deformation
pattern simulates the effects of a spatially variable wear rate during the polishing process
due to variable mirror stiffness. The outside rib nodes of the FEM (those farthest from the
facesheet) are constrained in all translational DOF during this simulation as if the mirror
backstructure rested on a rigid support during polishing. The print-through residual on the
baseline mirror design for a 225Pa polishing pressure is roughly 30nm.
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Thermal ripple is the third predominant source of high spatial frequency residual on
rib-stiffened lightweight mirrors. It is defined as the high spatial frequency component
of the mirror deformation due to a thermal disturbance. It is simulated by applying a
10AT [C] bulk temperature soak to a mirror segment. It is quantified by measuring the
RMS of the components of the deformed mirror with spatial frequencies that lie above that
of the actuator spacing. The thermal ripple on the baseline mirror segment has an RMS
of roughly 7.3nm, and is disregarded due to its relatively small magnitude. This thesis
therefore focuses on the dimpling and print-through effects since they are the major sources
of mirror surface residual assuming that the chosen perturbations are indicative of an actual
manufacturing and operating environment.
Mirror structural design optimization and results
Chapter 5 discussed details of the structural design optimization process and its results
for a lightweight, hexagonal, rib-stiffened mirror segment. The gradient descent approach
was selected from a number of candidate search algorithms to rapidly explore the mirror
structural design trade space. Gradient descent was chosen over other algorithms because
it is guaranteed to find the global optima (for convex cost functions) and has a moderate
computational complexity.
The objective function used to gauge the performance of a mirror quantifies the total
amount of uncorrectable, high spatial frequency residual in the mirror surface. The objective
function is composed of the effects of both actuation-induced dimpling and manufacturing-
induced print-through. It treats these effects as independent variables via a root-sum-square
since they are believed to be weakly correlated. However, the magnitudes of the simulations
used to model the dimpling and print-through effects are arbitrary, so a dimpling-to-print-
through ratio is used to calibrate the objective function and balance the relative magnitudes
of these two effects.
Single axis trades were then used to identify variables to which the optimization results
have a high sensitivity (namely, areal density and the dimpling-to-print-through ratio).
In contrast, the results were seen to be only marginally sensitive to changes in f-number.
A full factorial trade space search is then conducted over areal density, dimpling-to-print-
through ratio, facesheet mass fraction, and primary rib aspect ratio to build insight into the
behavior of the objective function across changes in these variables. The optimal cathedral
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mass fraction is varied simultaneously with the dimpling-to-print-through ratio throughout
the optimizations since these two variables are highly coupled.
The complete set of trade space results are included in Appendix A as contour plots for
values of the objective function. A separate set of contours for the values of the fundamental
mirror bending frequency is superimposed on these figures. The plots are supplemented with
optimality relationships in equation form. These optimality relationships are gathered in
terms of the minimum machinable rib thickness to allow the results to meet manufacturing
requirements. Further information regarding the optimization results, such as the cost
sensitivity relative to the optimal mirror designs, may be gathered from the contour plots
for the trade space results.
6.2 Contributions of this Thesis
The following list itemizes the key contributions of this thesis.
" Developed a methodology for optimizing mirror geometry to minimize high spatial
frequency surface residual.
- Developed an objective function to capture the independent effects of the pre-
dominant sources of high spatial frequency mirror surface residual.
- Presented results of a full factorial search over a number of mirror structural
design parameters showing the effect of the parameters on values of the objective
function and on the fundamental bending frequency of the mirror segment.
- Developed design heuristics using optimality relationships within the trade space
results as a function of the minimum machinable rib thickness.
* Quantified the benefit of employing nodal influence functions for mirror shape control
relative to Zernike influence functions.
- Quantified the efficiency and robustness of numerical methods for solving theo-
retical mirror shape control problems.
* Developed standardized commands to simulate and quantify high spatial frequency
mirror surface residual due to actuation-induced dimpling, manufacturing-induced
print-through, and disturbance-induced ripple.
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6.3 Future Work
This thesis provided the groundwork for an in-depth mirror design optimization process.
Although this thesis answered many questions regarding the optimal design of a rib-stiffened
mirror segment, a number of studies regarding mirror control and design optimization re-
main.
First, edge control issues may be explored. Discussed in Chapter 3, the control com-
mands in this thesis utilized a 95% clear aperture to avoid the difficulties associated with
controlling the edge of a deformable mirror. These difficulties arise because of the use of
moment actuators, or those that impart nearly a pure moment in the mirror structure.
Ideally, the entire aperture would be included in the shape control law. Disregarding any
region of the mirror surface degrades the resolution of the system, so using a clear aper-
ture calculation likely leads to sub-optimal control results. When using a clear aperture,
the calculated shape control command typically drastically increases the surface residual
in the disregarded region (i.e. the outer region of the mirror surface near the edges of the
segment). This large amount of residual, although concentrated to a small region, greatly
effects the total corrected surface residual and, hence, the imaging capability of the entire
system.
Other types of actuators, such as force actuators, may also be included in the mirror
model for improved edge control performance. Although using multiple types of actuators
adds model complexity, the control performance is likely to be improved. The locations and
orientations of these additional actuators must be evaluated in terms of mitigating poor
edge control performance.
Additional optimizations of the mirror geometry are also possible. It remains to be
seen whether spatially varying structural properties can be beneficial to the performance
of the mirror segment. Section 5.4.1 conducted a study on the effect of both primary rib
taper and cathedral rib taper, which are examples of spatially varying structural properties.
Additional properties, such as facesheet thickness, primary rib thickness, and cathedral mass
distribution, can be varied either as a function of the radial distance to the mirror center
or as a function of the distance to the nearest point constraint.
Different rib cell patterns can also be evaluated in terms of similar objective functions.
The MOST model and many lightweight mirrors seen in industry [15] use triangular rib cell
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patterns, but hexagonal rib cells are also possible. These alternative rib cell patterns must
be evaluated in terms of several performance metrics (e.g. stiffness, dimpling, print-through)
for sufficient comparison to the triangular cell pattern.
Additional objective functions are also possible. Optimizing a mirror for self-weight
deflection, for instance, would be useful for ground based mirror optimization routines.
Ground based mirror segments are not significantly plagued by high spatial frequency
residual, as are space based mirror segments, because the segments used for ground based
applications are more massive and rely less on rib-stiffening.
A second area of related future work is that of the sensitivity of the optimizations
to both model parameters and constraints. Section 5.4.1 discussed the sensitivity of the
optimization results to changes in areal density, f-number, and dimpling-to-print-through
ratio. The trade space results in Appendix A visually show the sensitivity in the results
to changes in facesheet mass fraction and rib aspect ratio. The sensitivity in the results to
material properties such as elastic modulus, mass density, and thermal expansion coefficient,
however, remains to be seen.
The mirror segments evaluated in this thesis were constrained identically using three
point-constraints uniformly spaced at 1200 increments (see Section 3.4) along the half-radius
of the mirror segment. These point-constraints are used to mimic the effects of bipod
constraints, which are also popular in industry. Although dimpling and print-through are
seen to be local effects in Chapter 4, the global behavior of the residual patterns may be
sensitive to the methods used to constrain the mirror. Alternative numbers and locations
for constraints are therefore also possible to evaluate.
A final area of future work that is directly related to the research in this thesis is
work towards developing more universal and generalizable optimal design relationships.
Sensitivity analyses were used herein to determine the most sensitive structural parameters
over which to optimize the mirror geometry. The resulting design heuristics were then
presented as a function of each of these parameters in Appendix A. Drawing conclusions on
the underlying relationships between all variable parameters, however, remains to be done.
A concise representation of the optimal design relationships would be useful if they can be
reduced to a limited number of equations.
Significant steps were taken to focus the optimization results in this thesis on the most
applicable mirror design parameters and segment geometries. Capturing the effect of every
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variable in a large variable trade space, however, is a formidable task. There are therefore
many directions to extend these optimization efforts and further apply rapid trade space
exploration techniques over additional variables and objective functions.
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Appendix A
Mirror Optimization Results
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Table A.1: Summary of optimal design relationships for facesheet mass fraction (FS, %),
primary rib aspect ratio (AR), and total high spatial frequency residual (RSS, nm) in terms
of minimum machinable rib thickness (trib, mm). 1:10 dimpling-to-print-through ratio.
Rib Thickness RangeAreal Density Optimality Relationships Rib Thickness RangeMin Max
FS = 80 - 0.3
FS = 1.6 trib - 6.3 trib + 82.0 0.3 1.5
2  AR = 120 - 0.3
AR = 20.1 t-7 0.3 1.5
RSS = 650 - 0.3
RSS = -121.7 t+ib + 305.7 trib + 555.0 0.3 1.5
FS = 84 - 0.4
FS = -0.2 trib - 9.1 trib + 88.3 0.4 3.3
AR = 67 - 0.4
AR = 10.9 t ib - 59.9 trib + 86.5 0.4 3.3
RSS = 525 - 0.4
RSS = 85 t2ib - 90.6 trib + 559.3 0.4 3.3
FS = 83 - 0.7
15 kg/m 2  FS = -0.5 t2ib - 7 .2 trib + 88.1 0.7 4.1
AR = 48 - 0.7
AR = 5.2 t2ib - 35.9 trib + 70.3  0.7 4.1
RSS = 500 - 0.7
RSS = 59.7 t2ib - 8 1. 4 trib + 530.0 0.7 4.1
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Table A.2: Summary of optimal design relationships for facesheet mass fraction (FS, %),
primary rib aspect ratio (AR), and total high spatial frequency residual (RSS, nm) in terms
of minimum machinable rib thickness (trib, mm). 1:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio.
Rib Thickness Range
Areal Density Optimality Relationships Min Max
FS = 69 - 0.75
FS = 10.8 t 2rib - 42.9 trib + 94.6 0.75 2.0
AR = 53 - 0.75
AR = 37.6 trib - 137.8 trib + 135.2 0.75 2.0
RSS = 198 - 0.75
RSS = 20 t2rib - trib + 187 0.75 2.0
FS = 75 - 1.1
FS = 2.7 t2ib - 19.4 trib + 93.1 1.1 3.4
10 kg/m 2  AR = 40 - 1.1
AR = 9.4 t ib - 54.9 trib + 88.3 1.1 3.4
RSS = 175 - 1.1
RSS = 15.5 trib + 157.6 1.1 3.4
FS = 75 - 1.6
15 kg/m 2  FS = -2.1 tib - 18.8 trib + 99.6 1.6 4.2
AR = 30 - 1.6
AR = 3.9 t2ib - 31.7 trib + 70.7 1.6 4.2
RSS = 155 - 1.6
RSS = -2.0 trib + 19 .4 trib + 129.2 1.6 4.2
Table A.3: Summary of optimal design relationships for facesheet mass fraction (FS, %),
primary rib aspect ratio (AR), and total high spatial frequency residual (RSS, nm) in terms
of minimum machinable rib thickness (trib, mm). 3:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio.
Areal Density Optimality Relationships Rib Thickness RangeMin Max
FS = 65 - 0.9
FS = 6.6 trib - 36.1 trib + 91.7 0.9 2.5
AR = 44 - 0.9
AR = 15.1 t 2ib - 71.7 trib + 95.5 0.9 2.5
RSS = 173 - 0.9
RSS = 5 t2ib + 10. 9 ttib + 157.5 0.9 2.5
FS = 85 - 0.5
FS = 2.2 trib - 18.1 trib + 94.3 0.5 3.5
10 kg/m 2  AR = 107 - 0.5
AR = 20.5 t2ib - 105.9 trib + 137.7 0.5 3.5
RSS = 150 - 0.5
RSS = -2.5 trib + 19 .4 trib + 142.1 0.5 3.5
FS = 90.4 e-0° 11 trb 0.6 4.3
15 kg/m 2  AR = 53.1 t-1.3 0.6 4.3
RSS = -2.3 trib + 19 .8 trib + 113.6 0.6 4.3
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Table A.4: Summary of optimal design relationships for facesheet mass fraction (FS, %),
primary rib aspect ratio (AR), and total high spatial frequency residual (RSS, nm) in terms
of minimum machinable rib thickness (trib, mm). 10:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio.
Areal Density Optimality Relationships Rib Thickness RangeMin Max
FS = 62 - 1.3
FS = 3.3 trib - 19.3 trib + 81.5 1.3 2.5
AR = 25 - 1.3
AR = 18.8 t2ib - 77.5 trib + 94.1 1.3 2.5
RSS = 178 - 1.3
RSS = -4.2 trib + 24.2 trib + 153.1 1.3 2.5
FS = 86.7 t2ib - 17 9 .7 trib + 156 0.75 1.0
FS = 1.5 t2ib - 13.9 trib + 89.6 1.0 3.6
10 kg/m 2  AR = -0.8 tib + 1.3 trib - 0.4 0.75 1.0
AR = 20.5 trib - 105.9 trib + 137.7 1.0 3.6
RSS = 133 t2ib - 153.3 trib + 140 0.75 1.0
RSS = -7.1 trib + 4 6.4 trib + 80.9  1.0 3.6
FS = 35.4 t2ib - 98.8 trib + 133.8 0.8 1.4
FS = 2.4 t2ib - 19.1 trib + 99.5 1.4 4.4
15 kg/m 2  AR = 47.9 t2ib - 201.3 trib + 250.3 0.8 1.4
AR = 9.8 trib - 68.3 trib + 116.4 1.4 4.4
RSS = 16.7 trib - 10 trib + 76.3 0.8 1.4
RSS = -6.3 trib + 49.6 trib + 37.8 1.4 4.4
Table A.5: Summary of optimal design relationships for facesheet mass fraction (FS, %),
primary rib aspect ratio (AR), and total high spatial frequency residual (RSS, nm) in terms
of minimum machinable rib thickness (trib, mm). 100:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio.
Rib Thickness Range
Areal Density Optimality Relationships Min Max
FS = 56 - 1.5
FS = -5.5 trib + 6 4 .3  1.5 2.5
5 kg/m 2  AR = 21 - 1.5
AR = -12.5 trib + 39.3 1.5 2.5
RSS = 17.4 - 2.5
FS = -9 t2ib - 14.3 trib + 83.8 0.8 1.3
FS = 1.5 trib - 14.9 trib + 90.9 1.3 3.6
2 AR = 211.7 trib - 553.5 trib + 427.3 0.8 1.310kg/ AR = 6.8 trib - 45.3 trib + 81.9 1.3 3.6
RSS = 56.7 t2ib - 47 trib + 89.3 0.8 1.3
RSS = -6.8 tib + 42.4 trib + 80.3 1.3 3.6
FS = -0.4 t2ib - 19.8 trib + 88.2 0.9 1.9
FS = 1.4 t2ib - 13 .8 trib + 93 1.9 4.4
15 kg2 AR = 51.7 t2ib - 220.7 trib + 276.8 0.9 1.9
15kg/ AR = 2 trib - 19.7 trib + 54.2 1.9 4.4
RSS = 31.7 t2ib - 57.7 trib + 97.3 0.9 1.9
RSS = -4.1 t2rib - 33.1 trib- +54 1.9 4.4
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Figure A-1: Trade space results: 1:10 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 10% cathedral mass
fraction, 5 kg/m 2
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space results: 1:10 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 11% cathedral mass
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Figure A-3: Trade space results: 1:10 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 9% cathedral mass
fraction, 15 kg/m 2
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Figure A-4: Trade space results: 1:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 6% cathedral mass
fraction, 5 kg/m 2
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Figure A-5: Trade space results: 1:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 6% cathedral mass
fraction, 10 kg/m 2
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Figure A-6: Trade space results: 1:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 6% cathedral mass
fraction, 15 kg/m 2
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Figure A-7: Trade space results: 3:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 3% cathedral mass
fraction, 5 kg/m 2
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Figure A-8: Trade space results: 3:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 3% cathedral mass
fraction, 10 kg/m 2
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Figure A-9: Trade space results: 3:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 3% cathedral mass
fraction, 15 kg/m 2
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Figure A-10: Trade space results: 10:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 0% cathedral mass
fraction, 5 kg/m 2
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Figure A-11: Trade space results: 10:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 0% cathedral mass
fraction, 10 kg/m 2
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Figure A-12: Trade space results: 10:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 0% cathedral mass
fraction, 15 kg/m 2
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Figure A-13: Trade space results: 100:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 0% cathedral mass
fraction, 5 kg/m 2
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Figure A-14: Trade space results: 100:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 0% cathedral mass
fraction, 10 kg/m 2
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Figure A-15: Trade space results: 100:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 0% cathedral mass
fraction, 15 kg/m 2
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Figure A-16: Trade space results: 3:1 dimpling-to-print-through ratio, 3% cathedral mass
fraction, 15 kg/m 2 , f/5
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Appendix B
Zernike Polynomials
The Zernike polynomials belong to an infinite series of odd and even polynomials in polar
coordinates (p, 0) that are orthogonal over the unit circle. For all n > m _ 0, the polynomi-
als are defined by Equation B.1. For each m, n, the polynomials consist of an odd (sin(mG)
and even (cos(mG)) pair. Each m = 0 pair reduces to a single, purely radial polynomial for
the cos(0) case.
m (-l)t(2n - m - t)! p2(n-t)-m x (B.1)
S-t=o t!(n - t)!(n - m - t)! sin(m), modd
When calculating the RMS wavefront error (WFE), it is convenient to use the RMS weight
coefficients [41 of the polynomials where:
N
WFERMS = (Cj)2 w2  (B.2)
j=1
where N is the number of Zernike coefficients calculated and the weight coefficients, wj,
follow the pattern listed in Table B.1 for the sequential counter j.
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Table B.1: Definition of first 49 Zernike polynomials [36]
j n m w Polynomial
0 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 4 p cos(0)
2 1 1 4 p sin(O)
3 1 0 3 2p2 -1
4 2 2 6 p'cos(20)
5 2 2 6 p2sin(20)
6 2 1 8 (3p 3 - 2p)cos(O)
7 2 1 8 (3p 3 - 2p)sin(O)
8 2 0 5 6p 4 -6p 2 + 1
9 3 3 8 p'cos(30)
10 3 3 8 p3sin(30)
11 3 2 10 (4p 4 - 3p 2 )cos(20)
12 3 2 10 (4p 4 - 3p2 )sin(20)
13 3 1 12 (O1p5 - 12p 3 + 3p)cos(O)
14 3 1 12 (10p 5 - 12p 3 + 3p)sin(O)
15 3 0 7 20p6 - 30p 4 + 12p 2 - 1
16 4 4 10 p4cos(40)
17 4 4 10 p4 sin(40)
18 4 3 12 (5p 5 - 4p 3)cos(30)
19 4 3 12 (5p 5 - 4p3)sin(30)
20 4 2 14 (15p 6 - 20p4 + 6p2)cos(20)
21 4 2 14 (15p 6 - 20p4 + 6p 2)sin(20)
22 4 1 16 (35p7 - 60p5 + 30p3 - 4p)cos(O)
23 4 1 16 (35p 7 - 60p s5 + 30p3 - 4p)sin(O)
24 4 0 9 70ps - 140p 6 + 90p4 - 20p2 + 1
25 5 5 12 p5cos(50)
26 5 5 12 p5sin(50)
27 5 4 14 (6p 6 - 5p 4)cos(40)
28 5 4 14 (6p 6 - 5p 4)sin(40)
29 5 3 16 (21p 7 - 30p5 + 10p3 )cos(30)
30 5 3 16 (21p 7 - 30p 5 + 10p3)sin(30)
31 5 2 18 (56ps - 105p 6 + 60p 4 - 10p2 )cos(20)
32 5 2 18 (56p 8 - 105p 6 + 60p 4 - 10p2)sin(20)
33 5 1 20 (126p 9 - 280p 7 + 210p5 - 60p3 + 5p)cos(O)
34 5 1 20 (126p 9 - 280p 7 + 210p5 - 60p3 + 5p)sin(O)
35 5 0 11 252p1o - 630p 8 + 560p 6 - 210p4 + 30p2 - 1
36 6 6 14 p7cos(60)
37 6 6 14 p6sin(60)
38 6 5 16 (7p 7 - 6p5)cos(50)
39 6 5 16 (7p 7 - 6p5)sin(50)
40 6 4 18 (28p 8 - 42p 6 + 15p 4)cos(40)
41 6 4 18 (28p 8 - 42p 6 + 15p 4 )sin(40)
42 6 3 20 (84p 9 - 168p 7 + 105p 5 - 20p 3 )cos(30)
43 6 3 20 (84p 9 - 168p 7 + 105p 5 - 20p 3)sin(30)
44 6 2 22 (210p10 - 504p s + 420p 6 - 140p 4 + 15p 2)cos(20)
45 6 2 22 (210p10 - 504p s + 420p 6 - 140p 4 + 15p 2)sin(20)
46 6 1 24 (462p11 - 1260p9 + 1260p 7 - 560p 5 + 105p3 - 6p)cos(O)
47 6 1 24 (462p1 - 1260p 9 + 1260p 7 - 560p 5 + 105p3 - 6p)sin(O)
48 6 0 13 924p 1 2 - 2772p10 + 3150p8 - 1680p 6 + 420p 4 - 42p 2 + 1
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Appendix C
Optimization Script
1 % ~h'omas G.ray
2 % May 2008
3 % masterst'ructure.m
4 % This script implements a constant step.1--size zradient descent approach to
5 % optimize the structural design of a mirror (or segment).
6
7 % NOTES:
8 . The 'desig. vect•or array stores prarameters of the optimi.zaion for
9 v arious design parameters. Values for 'initial ' override those speci.fied10 % i t he PARAIMETTERS file.
11 . This scriP, saves optimizat ion results wit h.i same d.irecto ry to12 qa TRtADEDA•TA .m.at and ZDA TAn.mat (where 'n' is the numbier of rib rings).13 % The directory must be clear of such files if the optimization routine is
14 not a :ont inuation of a previous run.
15 % . The gradient descent agorithm can be called over a lare.r set of
16 ~esign va.ri.ables by adding such parameters where indicated throuchou
17 " the scrctri
18 % 4. !he search algorithm is a s.impli"ied gcadiet descent. Carefu1F 9e 0 ..... Ci .. mu  i a i.19 nsdeaton mut be mde so tat the optma design is not a oca20 !3 mTh.i ~nium.
21
22 hil .•.i.pS- Tis list briefaly desci.bes, by primary fuc.t-: .ion, the major
23 St'cripts cal2 led by masterstruct.urt:.
24 % .ARAE TERS.m: Defines user-spe.cified mi ror parvame ters.
25 .FPARAMETES.J•r•ve.,m: Calculates dependent mi•ror paramete s.26 
-% mi.~c'rz'tr. I.,e.m: Gneri.rite- and anales mi rror FEM. Comouts dimp.i.n,
27 o root r.etr.i and calis aopply_:r.aic.
28 %" apl .... t .t- .in: Com•pues t--throui •• cr r metric.
29
30 clear all;
31 • l .... RAkETERS "ie, l :oads u~e.r-spec f e mi ror parameters
32 PARAMETERS;
33
34 5i des.:i n .'? @.eS:
35 names = { 'Fac! mass fraction';-.. e
7 'Primary rib AR';... pect r'at.io (r/t68 'Cathedrilx rib AR';'s oi h7 P 1- Ir, 'L, A
133
-.1o 1 ,( - .
39 '•tthedra. mass fract ion'
40 
.
42
43
44 if strcmp(rib.limit,'thickness')
45 names (3) = {'PrimaiI ry rib thickness'};
46 end
47
48 % nit .• , •dei• t . ' w.i., s:'re' ,:ade .... ,oti'." 5,t on d-ta
49 % •'•c OW So d .a the corre. r s
50 % 2 ac h o.l.un .i labeled as ioilows
51 % min: minimum ii..t of each des-icgn· var.iabe.,<-;·
52 ? mnax: .m:i'.;xi..mum lii.mit o.f each design variab.le
53 step: f se sie for eac,.h var.ible i.: ,rdie dcn algorith
54 % init:iai: .initia! value of eah varia.ie for n_!_ient ,escent raea.,h
55 iator in s f paaeter is varie rig pma
56 % value of' '.' -!indicates ith varia l.e .is 5aried by chosen step size
57 i; v,•.iue of '(.' indicates ith -vasriab.le he.l;, to in.tial; value
58 if strcmp(rib-limit, 'aspect_ratio')
59 m n max ste p i:.a. .:ini
60 design-vector = [ 0.4 0.9 0.2 0.25 1; .
61 2 5 1 2 0; ...
62 10 120 20 25 0;
63 0.1 16 1 8 0;
64 0.00 0.95 0.02 0.06 1];...
6 . . . . . . . ...................................  . ... ... ............................ . .......................................... ................  ...... ....  . ...... .... ..................65
67
68 elseif strcmp(riblimit, ' thickess'
69 % 'n ma step i:. ta indi catr-
70 design.vector = [ 0.05 0.95 0.04 0.8 1; .
71 2 5 1 2 0; .
72 0.001 0.003 le-5 0.001 0; .
73 0.1 16 1 8 0; .
74 0 0.2 0.04 0.04 1];
75 ..... .... ....... . . . . ..... . . . . . ........  ........... .......
76 .% a. id . rows for a..diti. .. var. .a. .s . . ..... er
77 55
78 end
79
8so nvar = size(designvector, 1);
81 'tL': 5 ' ecto.r ' St .e:. . i'; :dic tO ' .Io.uni~ .'
'  i S.i .: :
82 tradevector = designvector(:,5);
83 designvector = design-vector(:,l:4);
84
85 i- i a i. . sign pa. t
86 5, ' '.,. . '5 5,:/ ."
87 MirrorInputs.percntmassplate = design.vector(1,4);
89 MirrorInputs.nrings-iso = design-vector (2, 4);
90 .r.b s• ct r ..io (.i ) o t ickn ss ( _..ri..;
91 if strcmp(riblimit, 'asFect.atio')
92 MirrorInputs.AR = designvector(3,4);
93 elseif strcmp(rib-limit,'th. :ckn -ess')
94 MirrorInputs.tribs = designvector(3,4);
95 end
967 MirrorInputs.ARcath = designvector(4,4);
97 Mirrorlnputs.AR-cath = design-vector (4, 4);
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98 % cathedral .ass fraction
99 MirrorInputs.percntmasscath = design.vector(5,4);
101 % initialize additinal variables here
102 ..................... ..................... - - . . --- . ................
103
104 % check feasib.iity of paramceters
105 % check for negative rib mass fraction
106 rib.mass.frac = 1-design-vector(1,4)-design.vector(5,4);
107 if rib-mass-frac < 0
108 MirrorInputs.percntmasscath = 1 - design.vector(1,4);
Iog end
110 2
111 i check feasibility of adcditional variables here
112
113
114 5 load data from stored arrays or initialize if necessary
115 % TRADEDATA: stores history. of each design and objective function value
116 % ZDATA: stcres history of z-displacement vectors of each design
117 n.ring = MirrorInputs.n.rings-iso;
118 if exist(strcat('TRADEDATA',num2str(n.ring), 
,'.mat'))
119 load(strcat ('TRADEDATA',num2str(n-ring), '.mat '))
120 load(strcat('ZDATA',num2str(n.ring), 
'.mat'))
121
122 % check for existence of design in histoiry
123 %P x 7(j,i) = 1 if ith parameter (initial) matches that of jth design
124 % 'ismembernear- (x,y, tol) ': same as 'ismemher' but is
125 t satisfiedn within +/- tol to avoid rounding errors
126 X1 = [];
127 for ii = 1:nvar
128 xl(:,ii) = ismember.near(TRADEDATA(:,ii), design.vector(ii,4),le-7);
129 end
130
131 else
132 " intialize history arrays if initial design does not exist
133 TRADEDATA = [];
134 ZDATA = [H;
135 xl1 = 0;
136 end
137
138 if max(sum(xl')) == nvar
139 % design has already been considered
140 [C,I] = max(sum(xl'));
141 % iritia.i ze current ob-jective function value
142 current-metric = TRADEDATA(I () ,end);
143 else
144 % design has not been considered
145 disp('GeneratingT mirror with parameters: ')
146 for ii = 1:nvar
147 disp(strcat(names(ii), ' > ',num2str(design-vector(ii,4))))
148 end
149
150o comu'te der.ied mirror pa:ameters
151 PARAMETERSderived;
152 i 'mir zr 't.ae generates T..ror FEM
153 an:d caiculates tot:al. RSS surface residuai ('metric')
154 run mirror-trade
155
156 updr..:te TRADEDATA ar",.•y' with mair:'or pa''-rameters and sau.rfa ce .r.Lsidua•l
135
57 TRADEDATA(end+, :) = [designvector(:,4)' metric];
58
59 % updo•.at,: ..DA . ,:-. a ra.!,
• 
wit:h •su.fac;: c•.:" d.i.spl>.a cemen•".e:t t vecto:
60 if size(ZDATA,1) > 0
61 if size(ZDATA,2) < length(z after)
[62 - ,•d DATA wit. zercs
63 ZDATA = [ZDATA zeros(size(ZDATA,1), length(z.after)-size(ZDATA,2))];
64 elseif size(ZDATA,2) > length(z.after)
65 ad :_after w it:: zeros
166 ZDATA(end+l, :) = [z-after' zeros(1, size(ZDATA,2)--length(z.after))];
67 else
68 ZDATA(end+l,:) = z-after;
69 end
.70 else
71 ZDATA(end+1,:) = z.after;
172 end
.73
.74 - .'eco' d : cu;:??.s•ufae r.esi..l•
.75 current.metric = TRADEDATA(end,end);
176
177 % save dat:a ~rays
178 save ( strcat ( ' TRADEDATA',num2str (n-ring)), 'TRADEDATA');
179 save( strcat(' ZDATA',num2str(n_ring)), 'ZDATA' );
o80 end
181
182 -
.83 T% OP,:'I`T""i AION Rk7OUTI
L84 %=
.8 >-. ..•,,.t .....t - t.-.--.- - .--.-----. -..-.---..-. -
185 ,% gr in• .... ??. :., searc 'u u :ti (p.ossib.y . C ... o traied loca. :ti u. is found
186 foundcopt = 0;
187 while found.opt == 0
188
189
190o % PERTUR;B DESIN l-CITR
191.................... ..........
192
193 . ' t. a:.... 
'  
s ,,res su..'fa~c r..sidl .i oI f ... es.ig S i pe,''-.-:?batio:; ,t;L:-,e
194 metric-vec = zeros(nvar,2);
195 % r'eco.:': cir:'..':"?.t 1•,Si.l V.Ctor .f ' re. ,re0:c e
196 current = design-vector(:,4);
197
198 . ..'. t.: : ,'g a ?I ds in pFarP.a 7~Ve e
199 for var = 1:nvar
200 - . ?et-P: ' i .:: :i_ . ' i'e ig, , Ve•ot:o "
201 design.vector(:,4) = current;
202 % ::e. t.r e :e: i " p:ar:et;er e:;~: :ife, by 't rade.-v-ec: 
'
203 if tradevector(var) == 1
204 for step = [-1:1]
205 . ' t ' s;i . ? ' tJ ,:; ) ,.Jua'b• -
206 designvector(var, 4) = current(var) + step*designvector(var,3);
207
208 . :•e:k fo.r- x/ir. ::.ol io
209 .. t. C< J:.
210 if design-vector(var, 4) < design-vector(var, 1)
211 ,.im Ou , .
212 design-vector(var, 4) = design-vector(var, 1);
213 metric.vec(var,1) = Inf;
214 elseif design-vector(var,4) > designvector(var,2)
215 .• .I.,, i .o u
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· __ ·
__ _ 
· _
216 design-vector(var, 4) = design.vector(var, 2);
217 metric.vec(var,2) = Inf;
218 end
219
220 reload mi.rt.ror paranet:ers
221 PARAMETERS;
222 % update design parameters to current values
223 MirrorInputs.percntmassplate = design-vector(1,4);
224 MirrorInputs. nrings-iso = design.vector(2,4);
225 if strcmp(rib-limit, 'aspect-ratio')
226 MirrorInputs.AR = design.vector(3,4);
227 elseif strcmp(rib-limit,' thickness ' )
228 MirrorInputs.t-ribs = design.vector(3,4);
229 end
230 MirrorInputs .AR.cath = design.vector (4,4);
231 MirrorInputs.percntmasscath = design.vector(5,4);
232 
----------- --------.- 
-..---..
233 U% cdate additional variabies here
234 %-- -- -------- --- - ---- -----------
235
236 % check feasibility
237 % check for negatite rib mass fractions
238 % reset cathedral rib mass fraction if violated
239 rib-mass.frac = 1-design.vector(1,4) 
-design.vector(5, 4);
240 if rib-mass.frac < 0
241 MirrorInputs.percntmasscath = 1 - design.vector(1,4);
242 end
243
244 % check feasibility of additional variables here
245 
.--- 
___...--------.--- 
-......-
246
247 % check for existence of design in history
248 xl = [];
249 for ii = 1:nvar
250 xl(:,ii) = ismemberJnear (TRADEDATA( :,ii) ,design-vector(ii, 4), le-7);251 end
252
253 if max(sum(xl')) == nvar
254 % design has already been considered
255 [c,I] = max(sum(xl'));
256 if -isinf(metric vec(var,round((step+l)/2+1)))
257 metric-vec(var,round ((step+l)/2+1)) = TRADEDATA(I,end);
258 end
259 else
260 generate mirror if design is feasible
261 if -isinf(metric-vec(var,round((step+l)/2+1)))
262 disp('Generating mirror with parameters:')
263 for ii = 1:nvar
264 disp(strcat (names(ii), ' > ',num2str(design.vector(ii,4))))
265 end
266
267 
- co'lr:e dc3crive mirror parameters
268 PARAMETERSderived;
269 
- 'mi.r.rrtrade ' ge-erates mirr-cr "E'M
270 % and calculates total RSS surface re-sid ual ('etric')
271 run mirror-trade
272
273 a update TRADEeDATA arraiy
274 TRADEDATA(end+, :) = [design-vector(l:nvar,4)' metric);
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75
:76 :
:77 if size(ZDATA,1) > 0
-78 if size(ZDATA,2) < length(z.after)
279 . TA t ze f ec - ,
,80 ZDATA = [ZDATA
:81 zeros(size(ZDATA,1),length(z.after)-size(ZDATA,2)) ];
:82 elseif size(ZDATA,2) > length(zafter)
284 ZDATA(end+1,:) = [zafter'
s85 zeros(1, size(ZDATA,2)-length(zafter))];
286 else
287 ZDATA(end+l,:) = z.after;
s88 end
289 else
o90 ZDATA(end+1,:) = z-after;
291 end
292
293 P T, V "E,
294 metric_vec(var,round((step+l)/2+1)) = metric;
295
296 ' . . y
297 save ( strcat (' TRADEDATA ',num2str (nring)), ' RADDATA' );
298 save( strcat('ZDATA',num2str(n.ring)), '7DATA');
299 end
soo end
i01 end
502 else
5o3 , de ig pam • . c o iee ir•• pt
304 metric.vec(var,:) = [Inf, Inf];
305 end
306 end
307
308
309 ..: UP... A E , ' ES . .. 'N . :?.....
310
311
313 opt = zeros(nvar,1);
315 for ii = 1:nvar
316 ·;i'.• < :. ,
317 [c,I] = min([metricvec(ii, :) current-metric]);
318 if I == 1
319 next(ii) = current(ii) - design-vector(ii,3) ;
320 elseif I == 2
321 next(ii) = current(ii) + designvector(ii,3) ;
322 else
323. . .
324 next(ii) = current(ii);
325 opt(ii) = 1;
326 end
327
328 if min (metric.vec (ii,: )) == current-metric
329 next(ii) = current(ii);
330 opt(ii) = 1;
331 end
332 end
333
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334 K .O al o.ti u, u.O i .. Opt (i.L =.1
335 if sum(opt) == nvar
336 found.opt = 1;
337 disp('Local optimum found for parameters:')
338 for ii = 1:size(names,l)
339 disp(strcat(names(ii),' > ',num2str(current(ii))))
340 end
341
342 disp('Locally optimal surface residual:')
343 disp (current-metric)
344 end
345
346 % verify metric iimprovemen of 'next ' set of parameters
347 reload< mirror parameters
348 PARAMETERS;
349 MirrorInputs.percntmassplate = next ();
350 MirrorInputs.n_ringsiso = next(2);
351 if strcmp(rib-limit, 'aspect.ratio')
352 MirrorInputs.AR = next(3);
353 elseif strcmp(rib_limit,'thickness ' )
354 MirrorInputs.t-ribs = next(3);
355 end
356 MirrorInputs.AR.cath = next(4);
357 MirrorInputs.percntmasscath = next(5);
358 %------ 
---- -------------- 
----
359 - updnlate additional variables here
360 -
361
362 . ch2eck for non--negative" priary rib •ss frEaction
363 rib-mass.frac = 1-next(1)--next(5);
364 if rib-mass.frac < 0
365 r-eseht cathedral mass fraction if violated
366 MirrorInputs.percntmasscath = 1 - next(1);
367 end
369 chec k feasi.bility of additio-al varin~bles ,h-er> e
370 - -- --- ------- --------- -
371
372 - c che-k for exis tence of desirq in Yhi• ry
373 xl = [];
374 for ii = 1:nvar
375 xl(:,ii) = ismember.near(TRADEDATA(:,ii),next(ii) 
,le-7);
376 end
377
378 if max(sum(xl')) == 5
379 . des'gon fhas alrea,-Cy been co!nsidere
380 [c,I] = max(sum(xl'));
381 metric = TRADEDATA(I(1), end);
382 else
383 disp('Generating mirror with parameters: ')
384 for ii = 1:size(names,1)
385 disp(strcat(names(ii), ' > ',num2str(next(ii))))
386 end
387
388 % co~:P:: de' ved pC. .amet t;., 'en-  a C- - •.d,
389
390 PARAMETERSderived;
391 run mirror-trade
192
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393
394 TRADEDATA(end+1,:) = [next(1:nvar) metric];
395
396
397 if size(ZDATA,1) > 0
s98 if size(ZDATA,2) < length(z.after)
399
100 ZDATA = [ZDATA zeros(size(ZDATA,1), length(zafter)-size(ZDATA,2))];
401 elseif size(ZDATA,2) > length(zafter)
402
403 ZDATA(end+l, :) = [z-after' zeros(1, size(ZDATA,2)--length(z.after))];
404 else
405 ZDATA(end+1,:) = z.after;
406 end
407 else
408 ZDATA(end+l,:) = z-after;
o09 end
410
411 " savre dat:- ar.ra"•s
412 save( strcat('TRADEDATA' ,num2str(nring)), 'TRADEDATiA' );
413 save( strcat('ZDATA',num2str(n.ring)), 'ZD.ATA');
414 end
415
416 " L.•dF•ate 'c;i.r:e.n::_metzi2c ' if 'ne.t ' i 's s.b.~t.;,.im ;
417 if foundopt == 0
418 if metric < current-metric
419 %3 'eXt ' i s gn i d w.i ......
420 -. u,3; ei',5 elies •T...8CtOl ; W.ith '; P C' ]:,!--:a ete.: S
421 current-metric = metric;
422 design.vector(:,4) = next';
423 else
124 2 i , Jn ' nill
425 [c,I] = min(opt);
426
427 % p•., o ( I) di.ecti>r
428 design.vector(:,4) = current;
429 design.vector(I(1),4) = next(I(1));
430
431 ' 1 '. .z• ' . " .. .. .
432 current-metric = min(metric-vec(I (1) ,:));
433 end
434 end
435 end
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